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Abstract
Evaluation of the sustainability of exploited natural resources requires an assessment that
extends beyond the status of the exploited population. Fisheries that use gears which have direct
contact with the seabed contribute nearly 25 % of global seafood landings. The ecological
effects associated with direct physical contact of fishing gear depend partly on the penetration
depth of a gear into the seabed, although the current evidence base is incomplete and
geographically biased. Tools that quantify the environmental impacts of different towedbottom fishing gears across varying seabed habitats would allow a more objective comparison
of the sustainability of different fishing techniques for management purposes. We synthesised
all known available data using numerical modelling approaches to develop a tool for nonexperts (e.g. policy makers, legislative bodies) that provides an estimation of gear penetration
depth into the seabed and the resulting impact on benthic communities. We developed the tool
for three common towed bottom-, and three intertidal-fishing gears across a range of broad
seabed habitat types. Data on known gear penetration depth (by habitat) can be combined with
spatially explicit fishing effort data (from vessel monitoring data), and published values of
benthic community mortality and recovery following a single pass of a fishing gear, to calculate
a measure of ‘Relative Benthic Status’ (RBS) for an area of seabed. The depletion caused by a
trawl pass was estimated from published data, based on the overall weighted mean penetration
depth in the sediment of different gear components. A regional mean RBS value can inform
the status of the seabed, relative to an un-impacted state, and between years. The tool and RBS
methods utilise broad habitat classifications and are therefore intended to be widely applicable,
and can be employed by users without specific technical expertise. The tool and methods
provide evidence for rapid assessments of habitat impacts of fishing activities, particularly in
situations of limited data, time or resource.

This report should be read in conjunction with the Microsoft Excel document:
Szostek, C.L., Hiddink, J.G., Sciberras, M., Kaiser, M.J. (2017). Penetration depth of towedbottom fishing gears: a tool developed for the Seafish Industry Authority. Bangor University,
Fisheries and Conservation Science Group, Report no. 69.
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Introduction
Towed bottom-fishing gears are the most widespread, and one of the most controversial, causes
of anthropogenic physical disturbance to benthic ecosystems (Halpern et al., 2008). The
ecological impacts of towed mobile fishing gear vary among different habitat types (seabed
geology coupled with exposure to natural disturbance) and with fishing gear type, although the
latter appears primarily related to the depth of penetration into the seabed (Collie et al., 2000;
Kaiser et al., 2006; Hiddink et al., 2017). The extent to which benthic organisms are affected
by towed bottom-fishing gear depends in part on their life-history characteristics such as
longevity, body-size, and resilience to physical disturbance (Tillin et al., 2006; Queiros et al.,
2006).
There is an increasing need to quantitatively assess the impacts of fishing activities on the
marine environment to address legislative requirements (such as the management of activities
in marine protected areas) and societal considerations, including the sourcing of sustainable
seafood in business (Caveen et al., 2017). For example, in the United States of America,
fisheries managers are mandated to take into account the impacts of fishing on essential fish
habitat (EFH) (Link, 2002), while in the European Union, the Marine Strategy Framework
Directive (MSFD) states that good environmental status (GES) of marine waters should be
achieved by 2020 (EC, 2008; Rice, 2001). GES is defined as: “The environmental status of
marine waters where these provide ecologically diverse and dynamic oceans and seas which
are clean, healthy and productive” (Article 3). The ability to quantitatively assess impacts
becomes more pressing when fishing activities overlap with designated European
(conservation) marine sites and Marine Conservation Zones (MCZs) (MMO, 2014). The
evidence regarding fisheries/habitat interactions is frequently insufficient, leading to the use of
a precautionary management approach which may halt activities unnecessarily. The potential
exclusion of commercial fishing from traditional fishing grounds will have socio-economic
implications, hence such decisions need to be evidence-based and lead to clear outcomes.
To accurately assess the habitat impacts of fisheries requires knowledge of the intensity of
fishing that has occurred. Quantitative measures of fishing pressure developed over the last two
decades have included estimation of the frequency of fishing (e.g. the number of times per year
a specified area of seabed has been fished) (Dinmore et al., 2003), or estimation of total area
impacted, calculated from the width of the fishing gear (e.g. door spread for otter trawls, or
beam length for beam trawls) and the distance the gear was towed (Lee et al., 2010; Gerritsen
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et al., 2013). However, neither of these methods account for the impact exerted by different
fishing gear components on sediments and their associated benthic organisms.
The physical impact of bottom fishing gears such as trawls, dredges and seines depends on
three main factors, (1) the physical attributes (size, area and weight) of the gear components,
(2) their interaction with the seabed and resulting penetration depth, (3) the speed and distance
over which the gear is towed. Each component of a fishing gear can have differing impacts on
the seabed and will affect for example; the area of impact, penetration depth and effect on
sediment mobilisation. For example, an otter trawl can be separated in three main gear
components that affect the seabed; (i) the otter trawl doors, (ii) the sweeps, (iii) the ground
gear. The trawl doors have the deepest penetration but the smallest overall width of contact for
these three components. For example, the doors of an otter trawl have been observed to
penetrate the sediment up to 30 cm in mud (Lucchetti & Sala, 2012) creating furrows of
sediment on either side (known as the ‘berm’), while the ground gear impacts only the top 0-2
cm in mud sediments (DEGREE, 2010). The overall impact on benthic organisms will vary
according to the depth to which a gear-component penetrates the surface, with the scale of
impact expected to increase with increasing penetration depth (Hiddink et al. 2017), and is also
likely to be related to the morphologies and life-history traits of the benthic community (Tillin
et al. 2006; Bolam et al. 2014).
Evaluating and quantifying the direct physical action of fishing gears and their components on
the seabed is an emerging field of study (O’Neill et al., 2009; O’Neill & Summerbell, 2011;
O’Neill et al., 2013). The International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) define a
‘Benthic impact indicator’ as “a characteristic of a benthic habitat that can provide
information on ecological structure and function. An indicator can be used to indicate status
and in identifying GES (Good Environmental Status) thresholds in relation to a reference
condition” (ICES, 2017). Depletion and recovery rates of benthic communities following
impacts from mobile fishing gears are two possible indicators that can be used quantify the
effect of fishing pressure on the seabed.
Although bottom fishing gears are often assigned to generic categories based on their overall
design and catch principles (such as ‘beam trawl’ or ‘otter trawl’), variations in the exact
weight, configuration and deployment of fishing gears can occur at the level of different
fisheries, or individual vessels. Eigaard et al. (2016) addressed this issue by ascertaining the
path width (path of seabed impact) and assigning penetration depth (surface; <2cm, or
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subsurface; >2cm) of individual gear components (data derived from published literature). A
weighting for the proportion of each gear component attributable to the overall gear footprint
was assigned and this data was used to calculate the overall surface and subsurface impacts of
a fishing gear. By quantifying impacts based on the mean gear penetration depth, it should be
possible to evaluate the impacts for modified or novel gear designs at some point in the future.
Our understanding of the response of benthic communities to towed bottom-fishing gear across
different habitat types has been informed through the use of meta-analyses of experimental and
comparative studies (Collie et al., 2000; Kaiser et al., 2006; Hiddink et al. 2017). This
understanding, together with information on gear dimensions and fishing activity (e.g. Vessel
Monitoring System (VMS) data) provides the most useful and objective predictions of the
impacts of towed bottom fishing gears to date and underpins quantitative ecological risk
assessment of fishing impacts on the seabed (Pitcher et al., 2016). Information from the
analysis of fishing gear/habitat interactions can be used to assess the habitat impacts of a
specific fishery within a defined region. This is one of the key metrics needed for the
assessment of the environmental sustainability of a fishery. Together with other metrics such
as management efficacy, fish stock status and quantification of bycatch, this provides an
understanding of the overall sustainability of a fishery (Caveen et al., 2017). Here we present
a quantitative approach that can be used to evaluate the impact of a wide range of demersal
fishing gear on benthic ecosystems in the absence of habitat and fishery specific data.
The objectives of the present study were to:
-

Develop a simple tool based on empirical data that can be utilised by a broad range of
stakeholders to quantify the habitat impacts (seabed penetration depth and benthic
community depletion) of a range of common towed-bottom fishing gears that can be
applied to any fishery and location.

-

Ensure the tool can be updated in the event of new studies or empirical data regarding
towed bottom fishing gear impacts.

-

Ensure the tool is adaptive such that it can be used to calculate the impacts of novel or
modified fishing gears for which there may be no empirical data on habitat impact.

-

Demonstrate the tool by estimating and mapping the status of the seabed in areas
affected by selected fisheries in UK waters, by combining data on instantaneous
community mortality following a single (or multiple) trawl pass, fishing effort data and
predicted community recovery rates.
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Methods
Obtaining raw data
Eigaard et al. (2016) estimated fishing gear footprints (the cross-sectional width of the gear
that comes into contact with the seabed multiplied by the distance towed), and the proportion
that each individual gear component contributed to the overall footprint. This was computed
for otter trawls, demersal seines, beam trawls and towed dredges, based on technical
information gathered in a survey conducted across 13 countries (covering the European and
Black Sea fisheries). A conceptual footprint can be created for a fishing gear that is equal to
the sum of the component widths. For example, the footprint of an otter trawl (single or multiple
rigs) is defined as the total spread of the trawl doors during fishing (Figure 1), with
clumps/weights, sweeps/bridles and the ground gear that all contribute to the overall gear
impact and seabed penetration depth (P). The gear footprint can be multiplied by the
penetration depth of the gear components, to quantify the overall seabed profile of the gear.

Figure 1: Conceptual gear footprint of a twin-rigged otter trawl. The shading indicates the width (and hence area)
of the seabed affected by the three different gear components: doors/clumps/weights; sweeps and bridles; ground
gear. From Eigaard et al., 2016. Each ‘corridor’ of disturbance may have a different penetration depth, from which
we can calculate an overall mean penetration depth for the entire fishing gear.

The gear components that are considered to contribute to seabed impact (for each fishing gear)
are given in Table 1. The mean individual component contributions to the overall footprint size
were calculated from Table 5 in Eigaard et al. (2016).
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Table 1: Fishing gears and their components that contribute to total footprint, with assigned weightings (to the
overall contribution to width of the entire gear) based on the mean width of each component.

Gear

Gear code

Component

Weighting

Towed dredge
Raking
Digging
Mechanised dredge
Otter trawl
Otter trawl
Otter trawl
Otter trawl
Beam trawl
Beam trawl

DRB
DRH
HF
HMD
OTB
OTB
OTB
OTB
TBB
TBB

Whole
Whole
Whole
Whole
Clump
Ground gear
Doors
Sweeps
Ground gear
Shoes

1
1
1
1
0.015
0.25
0.02
0.73
0.94
0.06

Eigaard et al. (2016) collated data on empirical measures of seabed penetration depth of
bottom-towed fishing gears. We updated this database further through an additional search of
primary literature for any empirical studies in which the penetration depth of a gear was
measured (including in situ measurements and laboratory based studies). Data on the observed
penetration depth were extracted from each study identified in the search (see supplementary
material 1). Towed-bottom and intertidal fishing gears/methods were classified into six
categories and assigned gear codes according to those used by ICES. The six categories of
fishing gear encompassed within the tool are: otter trawl (OTB) (including single and twin otter
trawls), beam trawl (TBB), boat dredge (DRB) (see Figure 2), hydraulic/mechanised dredge
(HMD), digging (HF) and raking (DRH). Demersal Seines (SDN) were initially going to be
included in the study. However, only a single study was found relating to the penetration depth
of seines, therefore this gear category was excluded. All literature sources were checked to see
whether they were the primary source of the data for the reported penetration depth. Where this
was not the case, the primary data source was obtained and verified where possible. When the
primary data source could not be obtained and verified, or the source of the values was
ambiguous (e.g. Buhl-Mortensen et al., 2013) the study was omitted. Studies in which
penetration depth was not directly measured were also omitted (e.g. Durrieu de Madron et al.,
2005). See supplementary material 2 and 3 for the full reference list of included, and excluded
studies.
Some studies reported penetration depths from individual fishing gear components, whereas
other studies did not specify particular components, in which case we assumed that the reported
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penetration depth related to the impact of the whole gear. Penetration depth values for
mechanised dredges (HMD), digging (HF), raking (DRH) and boat dredges (DRB) were all
assigned a component weighting of 1, as it was assumed that the impact on the seabed is spread
equally across the entire gear width. When a study reported a range for penetration depth, the
mid-point of the reported range was used. The penetration depth of gears in biogenic habitats
(such as maerl, seagrass or mussel beds) were excluded as there was insufficient data for gear
impacts in such habitats.

Figure 2: Images of common towed-bottom fishing gears. From top to bottom: beam trawl with tickler chains,
otter trawl, towed dredges. From http://www.seafish.org/geardb/
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The sediment on which each study took place was classified according to a broad seabed
sediment category (mud, sand or gravel) based on the description or information provided
regarding the dominant sediment type/grain size in the study, and used as a proxy for seabed
habitat. A table of sediment descriptions and types is provided in the ‘Gear Impacts tool’.
Predicting gear penetration depths
Not all trawl gears are commonly used on all sediment types. Therefore, for certain gear
component/habitat combinations, no empirical data was found during the literature search. If
penetration depth varies with sediment type, this could lead to under- or overestimates of
penetration depth for particular gear types. Therefore to avoid the calculation of biased mean
values due to an uneven distribution of data points between gear/habitat categories, a nested
linear model was created using the ‘stats’ package in the software R (R Development Core
Team, 2016) with components nested within gears1 and with seabed habitat (mud, sand or
gravel) as a factor.
Variations of otter trawl gear design include single, twin and triple rigs. A single otter trawl
comprises two otter boards (trawl doors) and the ground gear; a twin otter trawl comprises two
otter boards, two sets of ground gear and a roller-clump; a triple-rig comprises two otter boards,
three sets of ground gear and two roller-clumps, however within the model these were treated
as a single gear type. Eigaard et al. (2016) considered the impact from the otter boards and
clump to be similar, therefore grouped these together. The mean proportion to total gear path
width attributable to these components in their study is 0.02. In order to allow for the recalculation of mean penetration depth following the removal of either component, the clump
and the otter boards were each assigned a weighting of 0.01 in the nested linear model below.
The nested linear model is described by the following equation:
lm(Pen_lg ~ Habitat + Gear %in% Component)
where 'lm' is the linear model function in R
'Pen_lg' are the log (n+1) transformed raw gear penetration depth values
'Habitat' is the seabed habitat type (Categories of: mud; sand; gravel)
'Gear' is the fishing gear in question (categorical)
'Component' is the fishing gear component (categorical, nested within ‘Gear’)

1

For HMD, DRB, DRH and HF, 'whole gear' was the only gear component category. For OTB and TBB,
categories included individual components, as well as a 'whole gear' category.
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The model was validated by visually checking for non-normal distribution of residuals and
heteroscedasticity. The predicted penetration depth values were checked and validated against
the raw data for each gear/habitat combination where possible. For otter trawl ground gear in
sand, the predicted penetration depth value was negative. Therefore, this value was replaced
by the mean of the predicted values for otter trawl ground gear in mud and gravel, as sand was
considered to fall between mud and gravel in terms of its resistance to gear penetration.
Mean penetration depths for each whole gear/habitat combination were calculated from the
fitted values, as the sum of the mean penetration depth of each component weighted by the
width of the component. This enabled calculation of an adjusted, weighted mean penetration
depth following the removal of the impact from individual gear components. Such an approach
allows an evaluation of the potential reduction in penetration depth (and benthic community
depletion (d), see next section) that would be achieved by removal of different individual
components of a fishing gear.
Benthic community impacts – depletion
Benthic community depletion (d) values (expressed as the proportion of biomass removed or
killed by the single pass of a fishing gear) related to towed-bottom fishing gears were taken
from Hiddink et al. (2017) who undertook a systematic review and meta-analysis of global
experimental fishing impact studies, to quantify the instantaneous removal of species in the
path of the fishing gear (i.e. depletion, or mortality). The authors observed a strong correlation
between penetration depth and d. It follows that the penetration depth of a gear can be used to
estimate d and the data then used to obtain estimates of depletion for trawl gears for which no
direct depletion estimates are available (e.g. when a fishing gear is modified through changes
to the ground gear).
Gear Impacts tool
A tool was developed in a Microsoft Excel workbook (Szostek et al., 2017; see supplementary
material) to provide users with an output of mean gear penetration depth and the related benthic
community depletion (d) following a single pass of each fishing gear over the seabed, when
assessing impacts for one of the three broad habitat groups (mud; sand; gravel). Simple
formulas with ‘VLOOKUP’ and ‘IF’ statements return values from look-up tables of gear
penetration depth by habitat, and subsequent benthic community depletion rates (d).
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A function was designed to enable an objective appraisal of the outcome of gear modification
as a means of reducing seabed impact. Users can select the removal of the seabed impact from
different components of beam trawls and otter trawls and the tool will provide new mean
penetration depth and d values based on the modification. In calculating the modified mean
penetration depth, the weighting of the component remains the same but the penetration depth
is reduced to zero. Raw data tables (supplementary material 4) and R code for the linear model
(supplementary material 5) are provided, such that gear penetration depth data from any new
study can be incorporated into the analysis and the lookup tables adjusted accordingly.
Generic Gear Impacts tool
For the assessment of the impact of novel bottom-towed fishing gears that do not fit into the
six gear categories described above, a 'Generic Gear Impact tool’ was developed. The user of
the tool decides how many different components constitute the footprint (gear path width) of
the gear in question and enters the footprint of each component (cm) and the total gear footprint.
Note that the footprint may be less than the maximum dimension of the component, depending
on the way the component interacts with the seabed during fishing. For example for an otter
trawl, although the length of the otter board might be 100 cm, the board is towed at an oblique
angle and hence may have a footprint of 75 cm (Figure 3; see also Seafish, 1995).

Figure 3: Conceptual diagram of the gear footprint of an otter trawl door. Door width is 100 cm but due to the
angle of tow, the footprint (gear path width) is 75 cm. Blue hatching indicates the footprint (area of impact).
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The ‘Generic Gear Impacts tool’ calculates the weighting (proportion of total gear width) that
should be assigned to each gear component (the width of the component (Wc) compared to the
total gear width (Wg)), once the user has entered the footprint dimensions of each gear
component.
Component weighting = Wc / Wg
The user must also input known (or estimated) penetration depths for each component of the
novel gear. It is assumed that such values will be either: obtained from pilot studies using the
novel gear in the relevant habitat; inferred from previous studies listed in the present study; or
estimated by a credible gear expert. The tool requires the user to input estimates of gear
penetration depth based on the intended habitat for the use of the gear in question. The tool
then calculates an overall mean penetration depth (P) and the lookup table for P vs. d mentioned
above is used to provide an estimate of benthic community depletion, following a single pass
of the novel fishing gear.
Fishery-wide impacts
To quantify the overall habitat impacts of a fishery in a specific region or location (e.g. for use
in the Seafish RASS tool, or by governmental policy advisors), we can estimate the relative
status of the seafloor (B/K) and the impact of a fishery (1-B/K), where B is biomass and K is
carrying capacity and the number 1 represents an un-impacted state. This is referred to as the
‘Relative Benthic Status’ of a habitat (RBS), which can be calculated using a simple equation
(Pitcher et al., 2016) to provide an RBS value, scaled between 0 and 1:
RBS = 1 – F*D/R
where: 'RBS' is ‘Relative Benthic Status’
‘F’ is fishing effort (swept area ratio)
‘D’ is benthic community depletion, following a single pass of the trawl gear
‘R is the benthic community recovery rate
As the above equation represents the equilibrium solution, it is appropriate for use in fisheries
where long-term effort is relatively constant.
A correction must be applied from experimental scale depletion (d) and recovery (r) values to
grid scale (D and R). If the size of grid cell used in analysis is selected so that trawling activity
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is random within the grid cell, the following adjustment for R values is required (see Pitcher et
al., 2016):
R = rd/[-ln(1-d)]

The method above is based on the fact that aggregate properties of seabed habitats respond in
predictable ways to trawling impacts. The effect of trawling frequency on relative biomass
estimated from comparative studies demonstrated a highly-significant log-linear relationship,
with each unit increase in swept-area ratio linked to a mean 15.5 % fall in biomass (Hiddink et
al. 2017).
Recovery rates (r) in Hiddink et al. (2017) were based on recovery of biomass, rather than
abundance and were calculated from a meta-analysis of comparative and experimental studies
of fishing gear impacts. The recovery rate for community biomass is slower than for
community abundance (although recovery values from the two metrics were not significantly
different) as the latter is driven more strongly by recruitment, whereas community biomass
recovery is linked to the size and age structure of a population through individual growth, and
is therefore recommended over the use of abundance when modelling trawling impacts
(Hiddink et al., 2017). Hiddink et al. (2017) found that differences in time to recovery (T) and
expected biomass (B/K) (biomass/carrying capacity), will be driven primarily by gear type (and
hence d) and trawling frequency (F).
B/K = 1-F*d/r
Therefore a single recovery rate (r) of 0.82 was used in the present study (the median recovery
rate for benthic community biomass reported by Hiddink et al. 2017).
Applying the methods to case-studies
The RBS approach was applied to six case-study fisheries around the British Isles. A dataset
of processed VMS data covering the territorial waters of the UK and the Isle of Man was
obtained for a three year period (2010-2012) from the BENTHIS project (BENTHIS EU-FP7
312088; Eigaard et al., 2016b). The dataset contained a value per grid cell for fishing effort per
gear type, derived from VMS data from all European countries (with the exception of Spain,
Russia, Iceland, Greenland and the Faroe Islands), collated annually by ICES. The swept area
ratio (SAR) is defined as the area of seabed swept by the gear (gear footprint) divided by the
area of the grid cell used for data aggregation (1 x 1 decimal minute, which equates to c. 1.9
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km2 grid cell, however the exact area of cells alters with latitude, Eigaard et al. 2016b). In the
dataset, values were expressed as the number of times the grid cell has been completely trawled,
per year (i.e. the number of times the total swept area of the gear equals the total area of the
grid cell). Relationships between gear dimensions and vessel size (e.g. trawl door spread and
vessel power) for each metier (Eigaard et al., 2016; ICES, 2016) were used to assign the sweptwidth of gear to each VMS record. Only VMS records where the reported vessel speed was
between 1 knot and 6 knots were included, as a proxy for fishing activity (as opposed to
steaming or non-fishing activities). For towed gears (otter trawls, beam trawls, boat dredges)
the swept area (SA) was calculated as:
SA = Ʃevw
e = time fished (hrs)
v = average vessel speed (m h-1)
w = total width (m)
Trawling is found to be random at grid cells of c. 1 km2 (Pitcher et al., 2016), therefore random
trawling was assumed, given the scale of the dataset used (c. 1.9 km2). In the dataset fishing
gears were classified at two levels: Metier and Gear, detailed in Table 2. The metiers included
in the analysis for each fishery case study are given in Table 5. Data were aggregated by ‘gear’
in each grid cell. For analyses where >1 gear type was being considered, SAR values were
calculated based on the d and penetration depth values for each gear, and then summed across
grid cells (e.g. combined beam trawl and otter trawl activity in the Celtic Sea).
As the penetration depth of a gear varies with seabed habitat, British Geological Society (BGS)
seabed

habitat

data

(BGS,

2016)

were

obtained

from

EDINA

Digimap

(http://digimap.edina.ac.uk). The sediment descriptions in the dataset were reclassified into
three categories (mud, sand, gravel) based on the dominant sediment type, and the sediment
type was extracted from the centre of each cell corresponding to each record in the VMS
dataset. The habitat type assigned to each grid cell determined the depletion rate (d) (see Table
4) used in the RBS analysis.
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Table 2: List of metiers included in the dataset of swept area ratios (per grid cell), with corresponding gear type
and the target species.

Metier
DRB_MOL
OT_CRU
OT_DMF
OT_MIX
OT_MIX_DMF
OT_MIX_DMF_BEN
OT_MIX_DMF_PEL
OT_MIX_NEP
OT_MIX_PEL
OT_SPF
TBB_CRU
TBB_DMF
TBB_MOL

Gear
Dredge
Otter trawl
Otter trawl
Otter trawl
Otter trawl
Otter trawl
Otter trawl
Otter trawl
Otter trawl
Otter trawl
Beam trawl
Beam trawl
Beam trawl

Target species
molluscs
crustaceans
demersal
mixed
mixed demersal
mixed demersal benthic
mixed demersal bentho-pelagic
mixed nephrops
mixed pelagic
small pelagic
crustaceans
demersal
molluscs

The equation for RBS was applied to each grid cell to obtain RBS values, scaled between 0
and 1. SAR and RBS values were mapped for each fishery/region, using five class intervals
calculated using the Fisher-Jenks algorithm (Slocum et al., 2005). This classifies an array
of numeric values into classes such that the sum of the squared deviations from the class means
is minimal. This enabled visualisation of the distribution of RBS values across each fishery,
and comparison of the overlap between fishing effort (SAR) and the relative status of the
seabed (RBS). Visual checks of the SAR values for each fishery, revealed areas of low activity
around the boundaries of fished areas and leading to and from landing ports. These low activity
cells were assumed to have been incorrectly classified as fishing during the processing of raw
VMS data due to the coarse speed thresholds applied (records between 1 and 6 knots were
classified as fishing). Therefore a threshold for SAR values was applied to remove grid cells
that were unlikely to correspond to fished areas. For the beam and otter trawl fisheries a 0.05
SAR threshold was applied (which equates to the grid cell being fished once every 20 years).
This resulted in a reduction in the overall fished area, to provide a more realistic footprint for
the fisheries, based on expert judgement, and removed tracks that appeared to lead directly to
landing ports. For the two dredge fisheries (English Channel/Irish Sea) a lower SAR threshold
of 0.02 was applied (which equates to the grid cell being fished once every 50 years), as the
0.05 threshold reduced the footprint of the fishery too much, based on VMS data held by the
authors for scallop vessels in UK waters. This resulted in a reduction of the total area impacted
by each fishery, but ensured that records that were occurrences of steaming as opposed to true
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fishing events were removed from the analysis. Mean RBS scores for each fishery were
calculated in two ways. Firstly, the mean of RBS values from fished cells only was calculated.
Second, the boundaries of the ICES sub-rectangles corresponding to each fishery (minus land
and areas outside UK territorial waters) were used as an arbitrary geographical boundary. All
unfished cells were assigned an RBS value of 1, then a mean RBS value was calculated across
the total area. The total fished area was then calculated as a percentage of the total sea area
within the ICES sub-rectangle boundaries (minus land and areas outside UK territorial waters)
for each region.
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Results
Estimating gear penetration depth
The linear model provided fitted (predicted) penetration depth values for each gear
component/habitat combination (Table 3, Figure 4), including those combinations for which
no raw data were available (supplementary material S2). Table 3 does not include standard
deviation (S.D.) values for the gears for which there were no separate components, as the model
generated a single fitted penetration depth value. These data were used to construct lookup
tables for the ‘Gear Impacts tool’ (example in Figure 5), and the ‘Generic Gear Impacts tool’
(Figure 6), which generated penetration depth and d values by habitat and gear (Table 4).
Table 3: Mean fishing gear penetration depths, by habitat for three towed-bottom fishing gears and three intertidal fishing gears. Values calculated from a nested linear model with log-transformed data. P = Penetration depth;
S.D. = Standard Deviation, NA = not applicable because there is no error.

Gear

Beam trawl

Otter trawl

Boat dredge

Mechanised dredges

Digging

Raking
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Habitat

Mean P (cm)

S.D.

Mud
Sand
Gravel
Mud
Sand
Gravel
Mud
Sand
Gravel
Mud
Sand
Gravel
Mud
Sand
Gravel
Mud
Sand
Gravel

4.1
1.6
2.4
3.7
1.5
2.2
7.9
3.6
5.0
22.6
11.0
14.8
21.7
10.6
14.2
7.5
3.3
4.7

1.83
0.94
1.23
3.08
1.57
2.07
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
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Figure 4: Fitted, weighted penetration depth values (cm) for towed, mechanised and hand-operated bottom fishing
gears, by gear, component and habitat, calculated from a nested linear model using log-transformed data. Yellow
= whole gear; green = shoes/doors; blue = clump; red = sweeps; pink = ground gear.
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Figure 5: Screen shot of the ‘Gear Impacts Tool’ for otter trawls. Red arrows indicate drop-down menus for userselectable options. Blue arrows indicate cells that return values from lookup tables of penetration depth and
benthic community mortality (d), based on the selections in the drop-down menus.

Table 4: Mean gear penetration depths (cm) and related benthic community proportional depletion (d) following
a single pass of the trawl gear, calculated by the ‘Gear Impacts tool’. P = penetration depth.

Beam trawl
Otter trawl
Boat dredge
Hydraulic dredge
Digging
Raking
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Mud
mean P (cm)
2.29
1.89
7.93
22.50
21.70
7.46

d
0.10
0.09
0.23
0.51
0.51
0.22

Sand
mean P (cm)
0.68
0.67
3.57
11.04
10.60
3.32

d
0.06
0.06
0.13
0.30
0.29
0.12

Gravel
mean P (cm)
1.21
0.94
5.00
14.82
14.24
4.68

d
0.08
0.07
0.16
0.39
0.37
0.15
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Figure 6: Screen shot of the ‘Generic Gear Impacts tool’ developed in Microsoft Excel. The values shown are not taken from empirical studies, but are for demonstration
purposes only. Gold cells indicate parameters that are entered by the user; grey and green cells indicate parameters that are calculated by the tool.
Table 5: Summary table of calculated RBS and SAR values for each fishery included in the study. RBS=Relative Benthic Status (0-1); SAR=Swept Area Ratio (yr-1), calculated
as a mean value over a three year period 2010-2012; S.D.=Standard Deviation. A threshold was applied to the data based on a minimum SAR value (see methods for details).

min RBS
(fished
cells only)

max RBS
(fished
cells only)

mean RBS
(±S.D.)
(fished cells
only)

mean RBS
(±S.D.) (all
cells)

min SAR
(fished cells
only)

max SAR
(fished
cells only)

mean SAR
(±S.D.)

Mean area
of 1 grid
cell (km2)

0.801

0.995

0.980 (0.019)

0.998 (0.008)

0.02

0.73

0.006 (0.028)

2.13

0.316

0.996

0.967 (0.061)

0.992 (0.034)

0.05

5.62

0.093 (0.343)

2.18

0.322
0.893

0.996
0.991

0.906 (0.093)
0.984 (0.009)

0.984 (0.050)
0.999 (0.003)

0.05
0.05

5.90
0.53

0.146 (0.458)
0.002 (0.016)

1.92
1.97

Otter Trawl

0.889

0.996

0.990 (0.008)

0.9997(0.002)

0.05

1.47

0.003 (0.026)

1.74

Otter Trawl

0.733

0.996

0.967 (0.034)

0.994 (0.019)

0.05

3.53

0.077 (0.250)

1.94

Region

Gear

English
Channel

Boat dredge

Celtic Sea
Irish Sea
Irish Sea
Fladen
Grounds
Farnes Deep
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Otter Trawl
Boat dredge
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Fishery case studies
Across the six fishery case studies, SAR values for cells containing fishing effort for the
specified gear(s) ranged from 0.02 (the lowest threshold applied to the dataset) to 5.90 (Table
5), although the highest mean SAR value for a single fishery was 0.15. These values are
equivalent to the seabed within a single grid cell being completely fished between 1 in 50 years
and almost 6 times per year. RBS values ranged from 0.32 to almost 1 (0.996). The distribution
of RBS values, based on fished grid cells only is shown in Figure 7a-f, although the mean RBS
value for a region will alter depending on the total area defined in the analysis. Table 7 shows
the mean RBS values calculated for fished cells only and also incorporating all remaining
unfished cells within the ICES rectangles of the fishery, that were assigned an RBS value of 1.
Maps of SAR and RBS values for the six fisheries are shown in figure 8-19. The area of seabed
actively fished by vessels ranged between 1 and 11 % of the total area corresponding to the
ICES sub-rectangles covered by each fishery (Table 6). It is important to note that the defined
limits of the relevant statistical area will affect the calculation of mean SAR for a fishery and
hence RBS.

Table 6: The proportion of area fished compared to the total area covered by the ICES sub-rectangles that
correspond to each fishery. Swept area ratio (SAR) thresholds were used to define fishing activity.

Fishery
Celtic Sea - otter & beam trawl
English Channel - boat dredges
Farnes Deep – Nephrops otter trawl
Fladen – Nephrops otter trawl
Irish Sea – Nephrops otter trawl
Irish Sea - boat dredges
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Total sea
area (km2)
48634
46748
16244
69088
37258
37258

Fished area
(km2)
5584
1455
1315
972
2004
459

% of total sea area fished
11
3
8
1
5
1
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Figure 7: The distribution of mean Relative Benthic Status (RBS) values across six different fisheries, attributed
to fishing activity by specific gear(s), in the absence of other fishing impacts: a) towed dredges, English Channel;
b) beam & otter trawls, Celtic Sea; c) Nephrops otter trawls, Irish Sea; d) towed dredges, Irish Sea; e) Nephrops
otter trawls, Fladen ground; f) Nephrops otter trawls, Farnes Deep. The mean swept area ratio per grid cell over a
3 year period (2010-2012) was used to calculate fishing effort.
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English Channel – Towed boat dredges (scallop fishery)
The swept area ratio values of impacted grid cells ranged between 0.02 and 0.73 yr-1
(mean±S.D. = 0.06±0.028, Figure 8). The lowest RBS value for the region was 0.801 and the
mean region wide RBS value was 0.999±0.008 (Figure 9). The analysis does not include dredge
fishing activity in French waters.

Figure 8: The distribution of dredge fishing activity in the English Channel (up to the UK median line) expressed
as the swept area ratio (SAR yr-1), calculated from VMS data (from a 3 year period; 2010-2012) at a scale of c.1.9
km2. ICES sub-rectangles are shown with dashed grey lines and the spatial boundary used to define the fishery
with dashed red lines.

Figure 9: The distribution of Relative Benthic Status (RBS) values attributable to dredge fishing activity in the
English Channel (up to the UK median line), at a scale of c. 1.9 km2. ICES sub-rectangles are shown with dashed
grey lines and the spatial boundary used to define the fishery with dashed red lines. White areas are un-impacted
by boat dredges (RBS=1).
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Celtic Sea – Otter trawl and beam trawl (mixed species fisheries)
The swept area ratio values of impacted grid cells ranged between 0.05 and 5.62 yr-1
(mean±S.D. = 0.093±0.343, Figure 10). The lowest RBS value for the region was 0.316 and
the mean region-wide RBS was 0.992±0.034 (Figure 11).

Figure 10: The distribution of otter trawl and beam trawl fishing activity in the Celtic Sea (up to the UK median
line) expressed as the swept area ratio (SAR yr-1, calculated from VMS data (from a 3 year period; 2010-2012) at
a scale of c.1.9 km2. ICES sub-rectangles are shown with dashed grey lines and the spatial boundary used to define
the fishery with dashed red lines.

Figure 11: The distribution of Relative Benthic Status values attributable to otter trawl and beam trawl activity in
the Celtic Sea (up to the UK median line), at a scale of c. 1.9 km2. ICES sub-rectangles are shown with dashed
grey lines and the spatial boundary used to define the fishery with dashed red lines. White areas are un-impacted
by otter and beam trawls (RBS=1).
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Irish Sea – Otter trawl (Nephrops)
The swept area ratio values of impacted grid cells ranged between 0.05 and 5.90 yr-1
(mean±S.D. = 0.146±0.458, Figure 12). The lowest RBS value for the region was 0.322 and
the mean region wide RBS was 0.984±0.009 (Figure 13).

Figure 12: The distribution of Nephrops otter trawl activity in the Irish Sea expressed as the swept area ratio (SAR
yr-1, calculated from VMS data (from a 3 year period; 2010-2012) at a scale of c.1.9 km2. ICES sub-rectangles are
shown with dashed grey lines and the spatial boundary used to define the fishery with dashed red lines.

Figure 13: The distribution of Relative Benthic Status values attributable to Nephrops otter trawl activity in the
Irish Sea, at a scale of c. 1.9 km2. ICES sub-rectangles are shown with dashed grey lines and the spatial boundary
used to define the fishery with dashed red lines. White areas are un-impacted by Nephrops Otter trawls (RBS=1).
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Irish Sea – Boat dredges (scallop fishery)
The swept area ratio values of impacted grid cells ranged between 0.02 and 0.53 yr-1
(mean±S.D. = 0.002±0.016, Figure 14). The lowest RBS value for the region was 0.893 and
the mean region wide RBS was 0.999±0.003 (Figure 15).

Figure 14: The distribution of dredge fishing activity in the Irish Sea (up to the UK median line) expressed as the
swept area ratio (SAR yr-1, calculated from VMS data (from a 3 year period; 2010-2012) at a scale of c.1.9 km2.
ICES sub-rectangles are shown with dashed grey lines and the spatial boundary used to define the fishery with
dashed red lines.

Figure 15: The distribution of RBS values attributable to scallop dredging activity in the Irish Sea (up to the UK
median line), at a scale of c. 1.9 km2. ICES sub-rectangles are shown with dashed grey lines and the spatial
boundary used to define the fishery with dashed red lines. White areas are un-impacted by dredges (RBS=1).
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Fladen Grounds - Otter trawl (Nephrops)
The swept area ratio values of impacted grid cells ranged between 0.05 and 1.47 yr-1
(mean±S.D. = 0.003±0.026, Figure 16). The lowest RBS value for the region was 0.889 and
the mean region wide RBS was 0.990±0.008 (Figure 17).

Figure 16: The distribution of Nephrops otter trawl fishing activity in the North Sea Fladen grounds expressed as
the swept area ratio (SAR yr-1, calculated from VMS data (from a 3 year period; 2010-2012) at a scale of c.1.9
km2. ICES sub-rectangles are shown with dashed grey lines and the spatial boundary used to define the fishery
with dashed red lines.

Figure 17: The distribution of RBS values attributable to Nephrops otter trawl activity in the North Sea Fladen
Grounds, at a scale of c.1.9 km2. ICES sub-rectangles are shown with dashed grey lines and the spatial boundary
used to define the fishery with dashed red lines. White areas are un-impacted by Nephrops otter trawls (RBS=1).
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Farnes Deep - Otter trawl (Nephrops)
The swept area ratio values of impacted grid cells ranged between 0 and 3.534 yr-1 (mean±S.D.
= 0.077±0.250, Figure 18). The lowest RBS value for the region was 0.733 and the mean region
wide RBS was 0.994±0.019 (Figure 19).

Figure 18: The distribution of Nephrops otter trawl activity in the North Sea Farnes Deep fishing grounds
expressed as the swept area ratio (SAR yr-1, calculated from VMS data (from a 3 year period; 2010-2012) at a
scale of c.1.9 km2. ICES sub-rectangles are shown with dashed grey lines and the spatial boundary used to define
the fishery is shown with dashed red lines.

Figure 19: The distribution of RBS values attributable to Nephrops otter trawl activity in the North Sea, Farnes
Deep fishing grounds, at a scale of c.1.9 km2. ICES sub-rectangles are shown with dashed grey lines and the
spatial boundary used to define the fishery with dashed red lines. White areas are un-impacted by Nephrops otter
trawls (RBS=1).
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Discussion
A key objective of the present study was to develop an evidence-based tool to aid in the rapid
assessment of the physical impacts of towed bottom fishing gears, for use by non-experts, with
specific reference to assessing impacts in marine conservation zones or other areas of the sea
where fishing occurs. The ability to use the tool in data poor situations (where there is little or
no habitat data for an area) is essential, as this is a frequent occurrence. The tools developed in
this study provide quantitative predictions of the mean physical impact and community
response to different fishing gears across broad seabed habitat types (represented by the
dominant seabed sediment). Calculations of the mean response of benthic biomass incorporate
raw data from studies spanning a broad range of locations and seabed habitats, therefore
variation in environmental parameters (such as natural disturbance) are incorporated in the
analysis. This results in a tool that can be widely implemented in a generic context. The
limitation of the tool is that it cannot address specific features within a marine site e.g. the
impact of fishing on particular species or precisely defined habitat. The tool is relatively simple
and should be easily disseminated and updated. The software used (Microsoft Excel) is widely
available, commonly utilised and requires limited training for non-experts.
The impacts of towed fishing gears previously have been shown to be habitat dependant (Kaiser
et al., 2006) (note this was less evident in a more recent study which focused only on
community abundance and biomass (Hiddink et al. 2017)). We incorporated the habitatspecific nature of gear impact by utilising empirical data (extracted from primary literature) in
a nested linear model, to predict gear penetration depth values for six common towed bottom
fishing gears across three broad habitat types. There is a desire for management of marine
protected areas (MPAs) in the UK to be adaptive (HM Government, 2010), should natural or
anthropogenic changes occur within a site. The UK Government acknowledge that evidence of
fishing impacts occurs form various sources, including expert advice and opinions, and also
that it is impossible to gather high resolution data for all sea areas. Nevertheless, management
actions should be informed by the best available evidence (HM Government, 2010). Common
management approaches used to control fishing activity include; a general reduction of fishing
activity, a zoned or rotational approach to harvesting, or fishing gear (technical) modification
to reduce impacts (e.g. reduce penetration depth, reduce the surface area contact from the otter
boards, utilise static gear instead of towed gear; Broadhurst et al., 2014; DEGREE 2010),
although management can take many forms depending on the location and context. The tools
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developed in this project were designed to provide quantitative approaches that could help to
inform appropriate management decisions for a range of common fishing gear/habitat
combinations, based on the most comprehensive, and quality assured raw data available in the
literature.
Gear penetration depth
The mean penetration depth referred to in the present study was defined as the product of the
gear component mean penetration depths weighted by their proportional contribution to the
total gear footprint. Although individual components (e.g. the otter boards) can have a much
greater mean penetration depth than other components, a strong correlation between overall
mean gear mean penetration depth and benthic community depletion has been demonstrated
(Hiddink et al., 2017) and therefore the mean gear mean penetration depth would appear to be
a robust predictor of the impact on (mortality of) the benthic community.
Many factors can influence the penetration depth of a gear, or gear components, into the seabed.
Some of these factors are: warp angle, towing speed, water currents, gear configuration,
net/dredge fullness, etc. The raw data presented here indicates that otter trawl physical effects
are highly variable, even within habitat (see supplementary material 1). This could in part be
due to the wide range of possible gear alterations and configurations (Seafish, 1995). The
estimated mean penetration depths calculated from the linear model represent the average
expected penetration depth across three broad habitat categories and hence allow prediction of
the mean benthic community response, based on the fact that aggregate communities respond
in predictable ways to fishing disturbance (Hiddink et al., 2017; Sciberras et al., in submission).
This approach is useful where precise estimates of penetration or depletion for a particular
gear:habitat combination are unknown. The model also provided predicted penetration depth
values for gear/habitat combinations for which there were no raw data, for example towed boat
dredges in mud habitats. However, for the latter example it could be argued that this is not
likely to occur in real-life as towed dredges would be difficult to operate on soft sediments. For
gear/habitat combinations where there is sparse empirical data (e.g. for beam trawls in gravel
habitat, just one study was found) the methods presented here provide a useful method of
extrapolating the available data, between habitats. Where data is available for a specific gear
type in the locality of interest this should be used in preference to the mean penetration depths
from the model. Future developments of the model could involve assessment based on specific
sensitive species, or using a metric other than community biomass, such as the longevity of key
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species (longer-lived species are likely to be larger, suffer greater impacts and their populations
take longer to recover following fishing disturbance).
In relation to otter trawls and beam trawls, investigations of the raw data extracted from
published studies indicated that when penetration depth values were reported for the 'whole
gear' only, mean penetration depth tended to be higher than the mean penetration depth
calculated from the weighted sum of each component, in studies where component penetration
depths were reported separately. In the ‘Gear Impacts tool’, penetration depth values are given
for both scenarios (including, and omitting the raw whole gear penetration depth values). Users
can therefore assess the predicted impacts of the gear based on a minimum and maximum
predicted mean penetration depth (and formulate a ‘best’ and ‘worst’ case scenario). For otter
trawl ground gear in sand, the negative penetration depth value predicted by the linear model
was replaced by the mean of the predicted values for otter trawl ground gear in mud and gravel.
This level of uncertainty in the data would need to be taken into account when considering the
specific impacts of the ground gear in sand habitats and gathering further empirical data would
reduce this source of uncertainty. Linking gear penetration depth by habitat to known benthic
community depletion rates (following a single pass of the trawl gear) enables non-expert users
of the tool to obtain a quantitative value of potential habitat impacts from a particular towed
fishing gear, without the requirement for detailed habitat information.
Assessment for novel or modified fishing gears
Previous meta-analyses of fishing gear impacts have focused on understanding the effect of
gear type as a moderator of impact on the seabed (e.g. Collie et al., 2000; Kaiser et al., 2006).
This approach does not enable the evaluation of the potential effects of novel gear types or
modified fishing gears that may have been developed to have lower impacts on the seabed
biota. For example, traditional beam trawl gear can be modified to reduce or remove the impact
of the shoes (or ‘skids’), such as the ‘Sumwing’2. The ‘Generic Gear Impacts Tool’ developed
in the present study addresses the requirement to assess future fishing gear innovations that do
not fall within the six common gear classifications used in the present study. If empirical values
of gear penetration depth are not available for the novel gear type, predicted penetration depth
values based on expert judgement can be used for input, or values from numerical and physical
scale models (Ivanovic et al., 2011; O’Neill & Ivanovic, 2016). A lack of such empirical data

2

A trawl that is towed on the seabed where the net is held open by an aero foil shaped bar that is
skimming just of the bottom.
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may serve to stimulate field trials of the novel gear in order to increase the accuracy of
predictions.
Assessment of fishery impacts
Biological indicators, combined with suitable thresholds are required by fisheries managers
and regulatory agencies to trigger management decisions or action. Eco-labelling bodies such
as the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) are concerned with the assessment and certification
of fisheries that are considered environmentally sustainable. The MSC state that an
“...assessment should consider whether the cumulative impacts of a particular production
system are likely to cause serious or irreversible harm to the natural ecosystem’s structure and
function.” (MSC, 2014). This is in relation to the population of the target species, including all
other species impacted, and ecosystem functioning. The requirements refer to being ‘within’
biologically based limits, which must be defined and may be expressed as upper or lower limits
in relation to the index that is being measured (e.g. such as benthic community depletion). It is
the role of scientists and regulators to decide on the threshold limits for such indicators.
Quantitative tools such as the ones presented here can aid assessments in relation to threshold
‘impact’ values. The predicted rate of habitat and community recovery and the threshold of
recovery (e.g. to 90 % of the biological baseline; Hiddink et al., 2007) are also important in
developing the correct fisheries management strategies. The recovery rate for community
biomass is slower than for community abundance (although recovery values from the two
metrics are not significantly different) as the latter is driven more strongly by recruitment.
Community biomass recovery is linked to the size and age structure of a population through
individual growth, and is therefore recommended over the use of abundance when modelling
trawling impacts (Hiddink et al., 2017). Hiddink et al. (2017) report median d and r values, as
well as values between the 5-95 percentiles. If management required assessment of the ‘worst’ or ‘best–case’ scenarios, the analyses could be repeated with the lower and upper d and r
values.
In the present study we assess specific fisheries in isolation, therefore the RBS values obtained
are only attributable to certain gears, but in many locations multiple gears will be used. Low
region-wide RBS values reported here are a product of the size of the defined ‘region’ for each
gear assessed and hence the proportion of the total impacted area. If the total area of a region
is reduced, fewer grid cells will represent zero impact and mean region-wide RBS values would
increase. It is possible within these methods to combine fishing effort from >1 gear before
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calculating RBS, however future developments should focus on refining the methods to
accurately assess single fisheries in habitats that support multiple fisheries, and the cumulative
impacts of multiple gears.
Although the RBS values calculated here represent the equilibrium status of the seabed, and do
not take into account historical changes in fishing effort, the annual mean RBS can inform
fisheries managers regarding the evolution of the status of the seabed over time (ICES, 2017).
The RBS (or other indicator) threshold that constitutes GES is yet to be agreed and may vary
across fisheries and/or habitats. Analysing the spatial distribution of fishing effort provides
insights into the state of the seabed within a given area; reducing the overall footprint of a
fishery will serve to increase the mean RBS in the region. In the North Sea, greater economic
value per unit effort is achieved in areas most heavily fished (ICES, 2017). Indicators such as
these can also be used to implement real-time ecosystem based management. For example, in
a management scenario where there is a desire to increase RBS, real-time fishing effort data
can be used to cap the annual SAR threshold to that which corresponds to an improvement in
the status of the seabed (Lambert et al., 2017).
Traditional methods of assessing the environmental impacts of a fishing gear involve
calculating the total area of seabed impacted by a gear, or estimating the number of times an
area has been fished (Dinmore et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2010; Gerritsen et al., 2013). Recent
scientific approaches extend this by linking fishing activity to the predicted community
response, using gear penetration depth to predict community depletion (Pitcher et al., 2016).
The development of methods in this way supports the implementation of better informed
management of fisheries and marine areas of conservation interest.
In the absence of detailed information about the habitat (benthic community and seabed
substrate), the methods described in Pitcher et al. (2016) enable an assessment of the habitat
impacts of a fishery, relative to an un-impacted baseline; the actual baseline is often unknown
in areas that have been subject to historical fishing pressure. The tools developed in the present
study are accessible to non-experts and provide a consistent, quantitative method for the rapid
assessment of fishing gear impacts across habitats. To aid development of a useable tool,
feedback was sought from non-academic users and industry stakeholders at key stages of the
development process to confirm the accessibility and applicability of the ‘Gear Impacts tools’
for users in governmental and regulatory bodies.
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In the present study we calculate RBS values for individual fisheries (e.g. towed dredge,
English Channel) or for grouped fisheries (e.g. otter trawl & beam trawl, Celtic Sea). Therefore,
the RBS values do not represent an overall regional value if other fishing gears are utilised, but
the method does enable fisheries in a region to be ranked according to their relative ecosystem
impacts. The overall RBS for a region can be calculated by combining fishing effort data for
all the active fisheries within a region, if such data are available. Regional RBS values will be
affected by the scale of analysis (e.g. the greater the area demarcated, the greater the likelihood
of low or zero fishing effort grid cells, resulting in a higher mean RBS for the region). Again,
this highlights the importance of good quality fishing effort data, although the method can still
be useful if data for all gears are not available.
Fishery specific case-studies
Activity from all bottom-towed fishing gears is reportedly high in the Irish Sea, with an SAR
of 1.51, which is equivalent to an area that is equal to the total area of seabed in consideration
being fished 1.5 times per year (Eigaard et al., 2016b). In reality, fishing effort tends to be
patchy and some areas are subject to higher fishing effort, while other areas are subject to much
lower fishing effort. Fishing activity attributable to Nephrops otter trawls in the Irish Sea
displayed the highest mean swept area ratio (SAR) value (0.15±0.46) out of the six
fisheries/regions investigated. This is in part due to the high levels of fishing activity being
distributed over a relatively high proportion of the total area fished. The fishery also displayed
the lowest mean regional RBS value, as RBS is a function of depletion and recovery rates
multiplied by fishing effort. Greater levels of fishing activity are expected to have a greater
impact on benthos, due to repeated trawling over the same ground over timescales that are too
short to allow recovery of the benthos (Lambert et al., 2012).
None of the mean region-wide RBS values were less than 0.992. This is largely due to the fact
that the highest levels of fishing effort appear to be concentrated over a small proportion of the
total fished area and the majority of grid cells within each region experienced none or low
relative fishing pressure, resulting in high regional mean RBS values. If the total area of the
fishery was reduced (e.g. by using an alternative to ICES sub-rectangle boundaries) this would
serve to reduce the number of unfished cells, and reduce the mean RBS value.
In regards to the footprint of each fishery compared to the total area of the corresponding ICES
sub-rectangles (within the UK EEZ), the otter and beam trawl activity in the Celtic Sea covered
the highest proportion of the total area (11 %). This may be due to the fact that two gear types
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were combined in this fishery. Conversely, towed boat dredges in the Irish Sea covered only 1
% of the total sea area when defined by ICES sub-rectangle and UK EEZ boundaries. The
footprint of demersal fisheries may largely be determined by seabed habitat (gear efficiency
alters with seabed habitat) and the biology of the target species (sedentary species such as
scallops are found in distinct patches on preferred seabed habitats).
Here we represent the 'fished area' as a proportion of the total area covered by all the ICES subrectangles covered by the included data, but this is an arbitrary classification of 'total area' and
could be altered. Therefore, the figures are presented as an example of possible analyses rather
than absolute values. Future application of the method may focus on the percentage of activity
covering a particular type of seabed habitat, or a politically defined area, such as a management
zone. The analysis is also dependent on the quality of the fishing effort data. In the present
study the dataset used had been pre-processed, and included all VMS records with vessel
speeds of 1-6 knots that had been classified as 'fishing'. Hence, a threshold was applied to
remove grid cells that showed the lowest 'fishing' activity in order to more accurately represent
the footprint of each fishery. Here we represent the 'fished area' as a proportion of the total area
covered by all the ICES sub-rectangles covered by the included data, but this is an arbitrary
classification of 'total area' and could be altered. Also, the VMS dataset used only covered a
three year period, which may not represent the full spatial extent for rotational fisheries such
as scallop dredging.
To put the SAR values into context, Eigaard et al. (2016b) found that across the eastern English
Channel (ICES area VIId), activity from all towed bottom fishing gears equated to the seabed
being fished almost twice a year (SAR=1.78). Lower activity was observed in the Celtic Sea
(SAR value of 0.80). Coverage of data was around 60 % for both fisheries, as data from some
EU countries was missing (Eigaard et al., 2016b). Mean trawling frequency across European
waters ranges from 0.5-8.5 times per year; in some areas it is >10x yr-1 (90 % of effort occurs
in around 36 % of the management area) (Eigaard et al., 2016). In all fisheries investigated in
the present study, the standard deviation of the SAR was greater than the mean SAR, which
suggests high spatial variance in fishing effort within regions.
40 % of the VMS records classified as ‘fishing’ for the Irish Sea Nephrops fishery did not
correspond with seabed classified as mud. This could be due to a number of reasons. During
processing of the VMS data, records with speeds between 1 and 6 knots were retained and
classified as fishing activity. However, for otter trawls targeting Nephrops, speed thresholds
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for fishing activity are more likely to lie between 1.5 and 4.5 knots (Catchpole & Revill, 2007;
Bastardie et al. 2010). The incorrect inclusion of records that do not actually correspond to
fishing activity may increase the apparent boundaries of the fished area. We attempted to
correct for this by applying a threshold to the SAR values in the dataset. Incorrect assignment
of gear type in the UK Sea Fisheries Data Warehouse (IFISH) database is also a known issue
with VMS data (Szostek, 2015). Gear type is assigned on registration of a vessel, however if
the vessel chooses to swap gears this may not be updated in the IFISH database. This issue can
be alleviated by attempting to link all VMS records to corresponding logbook submissions,
which also contain information about the gear used and species landed. Another possible reason
for apparent fishing activity outside of the preferred habitat for the target species, is that the
same gear is being used to fish other species. Increasing the technology associated with the
collection of VMS data with devices that record when the fishing gear is in the water could
significantly enhance our ability to accurately map fishing effort. The quality and precision of
the habitat data may also be taken into consideration and ground-truthing habitat data,
particularly in sensitive areas or those of high conservation importance should be considered
on implementation of these methods. It should also be noted that otter trawls used for shrimp
trawling (Nephrops) have lighter ground gear than otter trawls used to target other fish species
(Bill Lart, pers. comm.), therefore the results of the present analysis could be considered
precautionary in terms of assessing seabed impacts for otter trawls in the Irish Sea, as all
metiers were included in the analysis.
The two boat dredge fisheries (English Channel and Irish Sea) had the lowest mean SAR
values. Although the dataset used did not contain information on the target species, we assume
that all dredge fishing activity in these locations relates to scallop dredging. This suggests the
fishing effort is distributed over a large area and could also support the understanding that
fishermen target scallop grounds on a rotational basis (Szostek, 2015).
Application to the RASS system
In the present study we have demonstrated clear, understandable and repeatable methods for
assessing seabed penetration depth, widely applicable to most types of towed bottom fishing
gears. We link penetration depth to benthic community depletion rates using a method that
provides a quantitative value of relative ecosystem health. Such data can be applied to risk
assessment frameworks such as the Seafish RASS tool (http://www.seafish.org.uk/rass/) or the
Marine Stewardship Council certification scheme (www.msc.org), to replace qualitative
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assessments of habitat impact with quantitative values. The standardised protocol uses widely
available and open source packages and is accessible to fisheries scientists and policy advisors
and may replace semi-quantitative assessment methods (N2K, 2012). The standardised
protocol uses widely available and open source packages and is accessible to fisheries scientists
and policy advisors and could enhance semi-quantitative assessment methods (N2K, 2012), or
could be used as a starting point for assessments that require inclusion of further parameters
(such as single species effects, sediment topology or biochemistry).
It is intended that the methods will be disseminated to industry stakeholders and policy makers
from governmental regulatory bodies, such that rapid habitat assessments can be performed in
a standardised, comparable manner. Further investment in empirical studies of fishing impacts
in less common habitats or with novel gear/habitat combinations combined with the lifting of
restriction on the use of raw VMS data for science (Hinz et al. 2012) will serve to improve our
predictive abilities. Future developments could include data regarding habitat sensitivity,
which is in turn linked to biological traits of organisms impacted by the fishing disturbance
(Tillin et al., 2006). Quantification of recovery based on the longevity of fauna, along with
assessment of gear penetration profile (rather than simplified mean penetration depth) will also
increase the accuracy of assessments.
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Figure 20: Map of seabed sediment types across the UK EEZ and around the Isle of Man and eastern Ireland.
Sediment types have been classified in to broad categories: Grey = dominant sediment gravel; Yellow = dominant
sediment sand; Brown = dominant sediment mud; Pink = mixed sediments; Red = rock. Source: Geological Map
Data © NERC 2017.
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Supplementary material 1: Raw penetration depth data
A table of data extracted from published primary literature, of studies that assessed the seabed penetration depth of towed bottom fishing gears. Each row corresponds to data
from a single gear/study. Rows are colour coded to reflect gear categories. 'Gear category' relates to gear codes used to classify fishing gears in the UK IFISH Data Warehouse.
'Sediment description' contains the sediment type or description as reported in the study. 'Sediment type' is the broad classification of sediment type based on the Wentworth,
1922 scale and is used as a proxy for seabed habitat type. Full references and study abstracts can be found on Tab 6: 'References' and a summary of mean penetration depths
predicted from a linear model can be found on Tab 8: 'Fitted penetration depths'.
Component weightings (proportion of the total width of the whole gear) were taken from Eigaard et al. (2016). For Twin Otter Trawls (OTT) a weighting of 0.01 is used for
both the trawl doors and the roller clump. In single Otter Trawls (OTB) the doors are given a weighting of 0.02. P = Penetration depth.
Gear
category

Gear component

Geographic location

Sediment description

Sediment
category

Reported P
or depth
range (cm)

Reference

Reported P
(or mean
P)

SDN

Danish Seine - ground rope

Not stated

soft ground

Sand

1 cm

Anon 1991

1

SDN

Danish Seine - ground rope

Not stated

hard ground

Gravel

0 cm

Anon 1991

0

6 cm

Impact from tickler chains and
ground gear. Observed using
video and side-scan sonar
following trawling on a
commercial vessel.

Sand

Anon 1990 (BEON Rapport)

6

Notes

TBB

Beam trawl - whole gear

Not stated

fine to medium hardsandy, well-packed
sediments

TBB

Beam trawl - whole gear

Goote Bank, North
Sea

sand

Sand

1.62-2.9 cm

Measured using side-scan sonar

Paschen, Richter & Kopnick
2000, p. 144

2.26

TBB

Beam trawl - whole gear

30km north of
Ameland, North Sea

muddy sand

Mud

5.29 cm

Measured using side-scan sonar

Paschen, Richter & Kopnick
2000, p. 144

5.29

TBB

Beam trawl - whole gear

Heligoland, SE North
Sea

fine sand

Sand

1 cm

Measured from UW
photographs of trawl tracks and
sediment profile images

Lindeboom & de Groot 1998,
p. 124

Bridger 1972

Margetts & Bridger 1971

TBB

Beam trawl - tickler chains

Irish Sea

mud/silt

Mud

0.3-2.7 cm

Heavy trawl heads used. Top
layer of sediment suspended. P
measured using 'comb' and
'arrowhead' markers

TBB

Beam trawl - tickler chains

English Channel

sandy

Sand

0.5-1.0 cm

Observations by SCUBA divers
and underwater video

TBB

Beam trawl - tickler chains

North Sea

hard sandy

Sand

6 cm
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Bergman & Hup 1992

1

1.4

0.75
6
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TBB

Beam trawl - tickler chains

Irish Sea

sand

Sand

0.3-1.1 cm

Heavy trawl heads used. P
measured using 'comb' and
'arrowhead' markers

Bridger 1972

0.4

TBB

Beam trawl - tickler chains

Irish Sea

gravel

Gravel

0-1 cm

Heavy trawl heads used. P
measured using 'comb' and
'arrowhead' markers

Bridger 1972

0.5

TBB

Beam trawl - tickler chains

English Channel

mud

Mud

0.8-1.0 cm

Observations by SCUBA divers
and underwater video

Margetts & Bridger 1971

0.9
1
0

TBB

Beam trawl - tickler chains

Baltic Sea

gravelly sand

Sand

0.7-1.3 cm

Measured using side-scan sonar

Paschen, Richter & Kopnick
2000, p.91

TBB

Beam trawl - tickler chains

English Channel

hard sand

Sand

0 cm

Observations by SCUBA divers
and underwater video

Margetts & Bridger 1971

TBB

Beam trawl - trawl shoes

Baltic Sea

gravelly sand

Sand

0.3-3.5 cm

Measured using side-scan sonar

Paschen, Richter & Kopnick
2000, p.98

1.9

TBB

Beam trawl - trawl shoes

English Channel

gravel/sand/silt

Sand

1.5 cm

Observations by SCUBA divers
and underwater video

Margetts & Bridger 1971

1.5

OTB

Otter trawl - whole gear

Aegean Sea

soft silty clays

Mud

7-10 cm

Smith et al. 2003

8.5

OTB

Otter trawl - whole gear

Newfoundland

well sorted sand

Sand

4-5 cm

Schwinghamer et al. 1996

4.5

OTB

Otter trawl - whole gear

Aegean Sea

coarse sand with some
mud and maerl
fragments

Sand

0.01-1.6 cm

OTB

Otter trawl - whole gear

Gulf of Alaska

hard bottom (pebble,
cobble, boulders)

Gravel

1-8 cm

OTB

Otter trawl - sweeps

Not stated

mud

Mud

2.175 cm

OTB

Otter trawl - ground gear

Not stated

mud

Mud

1.4 cm

OTB

Otter trawl - ground gear

Bay of Biscay

mud

Mud

0 cm
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Measurements taken from stills
images
Measurements taken by high
resolution acoustic array
Measurements taken from stills
images
Trawl with bobbins & rock
hopper gear. P measured with
UW video
P assigned is mean of bobbins
on sweeps, and sweeps for
Rock hopper trawl gear.
Measured using an underwater
laser stripe seabed profiler.
Rock hopper trawl. Took mean
of P for discs (2.80 cm) and
space between discs (0 cm).
Measured using an underwater
laser stripe seabed profiler.
Rock hopper trawl. Flattening
of sediment. Measured using a
benthic video sledge.

Smith et al. 2003

Freese et al. 1999

DEGREE, 2010

DEGREE, 2010, p. 131

Mengual et al. 2016

0.085

4.5

2.18

1.4

0
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OTB

Otter trawl - trawl doors

Mediterranean

mud

Mud

25–35 cm

Irregular furrows of approx. 35
to 45 cm width. Measured
using side-scan sonar.

Lucchetti & Sala, 2012

OTB

Otter trawl - trawl doors

Kiel Bay, Western
Baltic

mud

Mud

8-17 cm

Measured using side-scan
sonar.

Krost et al. 1990 (ref to
Rumohr pers. comm.)

OTB

Otter trawl - trawl doors

Scottish waters

muddy sand

Mud

5-6 cm

OTB

Otter trawl - trawl doors

Scottish waters

sand

Sand

2.7 cm

OTB

Otter trawl - trawl doors

Not stated

mud

Mud

6.43 cm

OTB

Otter trawl - trawl doors

Mediterranean

sand

Sand

OTB

Otter trawl - trawl doors

Kiel Bay, Western
Baltic

sand

Sand

Barents Sea

mixed silt/sand, gravel
and shell fragments,
small stones & rocks

Sand

10 cm

silty

Mud

5 cm

coarse sand and silt

Sand

1-4 cm

smooth sandy seabed

Sand

0.26 cm

Sand

2.1 cm

Sand

5.8 cm

Sand

0.2 cm

OTB

Otter trawl - trawl doors

OTB

Otter trawl - trawl doors

OTB

Otter trawl - trawl doors

OTB

Otter trawl - trawl doors

Simulated

OTB

Otter trawl - trawl doors

Simulated

OTB

Otter trawl - trawl doors

Simulated

OTB

Otter trawl - trawl doors

Simulated
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Porter Point, Bay of
Fundy
Houston Beach, Bay
of Fundy

sandy with 50 mm
ripples
sandy with 200 mm
ripples
Smooth seabed with
vessel surge motion

Dug in about 5-6 cm. displaced
sediment deposited at the door
heel in a 6-8 cm mount.
Measured by SCUBA divers
using an underwater laser-line
metrology system.
Measured by SCUBA divers
using an underwater laser-line
metrology system.

30

12.5

Ivanovic et al. 2011

5.5

Ivanovic et al. 2011

2.7

Rock hopper trawl. Measured
using an underwater laser
stripe seabed profiler.

DEGREE 2010 p. 131

6.43

15–25 cm

Irregular furrows of approx. 25
to 35 cm width. Measured
using side-scan sonar.

Lucchetti & Sala, 2012

20

0-5 cm

Measured using side-scan
sonar.

Krost et al. 1990 (ref to
Rumohr pers. comm.)

2.5

Humborstad et al. 2004

10

Increased roughness (increase
in surface relief), decreased
sediment hardness. Measured
using side-scan sonar and UW
video
Qualitative assessments were
made by eye
Qualitative assessments were
made by eye
Measured using a laser camera
scanner
Measured using a laser camera
scanner
Measured using a laser camera
scanner
Measured using a laser camera
scanner

Brylinsky et al. 1994

5

Brylinsky et al. 1994

2.5

DEGREE, 2010 p.42

0.26

DEGREE, 2010 p.42

2.1

DEGREE, 2010 p.42

5.8

DEGREE, 2010 p.42

0.2
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OTB

Otter trawl - trawl doors

Inshore Scottish
waters

OTB

Otter trawl - trawl doors

Western Baltic Sea

silty sand

Sand

7-23 cm

OTB

Otter trawl - trawl doors

Irish Sea

mud

Mud

14 cm

OTB

Otter trawl - trawl doors

Bay of Biscay

mud

Mud

OTT

Twin Otter trawl - roller clump

Houston Beach, Bay
of Fundy

sand

OTT

Twin Otter trawl - roller clump

Houston Beach, Bay
of Fundy

OTT

Twin Otter trawl - roller clump

OTT

O’Neill et al. 2009

5.5

Werner et al. 1990

15

Measured from UW
photographs of trawl tracks and
sediment profile images

Lindeboom & de Groot, 1998,
p. 126.

14

4-5 cm

Doors are the significant source
of resuspension. Measured
using a benthic video sledge.

Mengual et al. 2016

4.5

Sand

0 cm

Compression of sediment
occurred. Qualitative
assessments were made by eye.

Brylinsky et al. 1994

0

mud

Mud

0 cm

Compression of sediment
occurred. Qualitative
assessments were made by eye.

Brylinsky et al. 1994

0

Kiel Bay, Western
Baltic

muddy sand

Mud

2-5 cm

Twin Otter trawl - roller clump

Scottish waters

muddy sand

Mud

10-15 cm

OTT

Twin Otter trawl - roller clump

Inshore Scottish
waters

muddy sand

Mud

12 cm

OTT

Twin Otter trawl - roller clump

Scottish waters

sand

Sand

3.65 cm

DRB

Boat Dredge - whole gear

Adriatic Sea

sandy

Sand

6 cm

DRB

Boat Dredge - teeth

Loch Ewe, West
Scotland

well sorted sand

Sand

DRB

Boat Dredge - whole gear

Isle of Man - Bradda
Inshore

sandy sediments

Sand
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gravel

Gravel

5-6 cm

Deposit 4-5 cm mound at door
heel. Measured using an
underwater laser stripe seabed
profiler
Measured using high-resolving
side-scan sonar and video
instruments

Measured using side-scan
sonar.
Measured by SCUBA divers
using an underwater laser-line
metrology system.
Measured using an underwater
laser stripe seabed profiler.
Flattened ripples and smoothed
the seabed. Measured by
SCUBA divers using an
underwater laser-line
metrology system.

Krost et al. 1990
Ivanovic et al. 2011
O’Neill et al. 2009

3.5
12.5
12

Ivanovic et al. 2011

3.65

Rapido trawl/dredge. Tracks
visible on side-scan sonar
images after at least one week.

Pranovi et al. 2000

6

3-4 cm

Chain mesh removed, therefore
lighter gear. Direct observations
of P by SCUBA divers

Eleftheriou & Robertson, 1992

3.5

2.5 cm

Measured using digital
rotational decoders attached to
the dredge

Lart et al., 2003

2.5
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DRB

Boat Dredge - whole gear

Isle of Man - Bradda
Offshore

coarse sediments

Gravel

3.5 cm

DRB

Boat Dredge - whole gear

Isle of Man - Chickens

coarse sediments

Gravel

5.9 cm

HMD

Hydraulic dredge

River Exe, Devon

M

Mud

10 cm

HMD

Hydraulic dredge

Scotian Shelf, eastern
Canada

S

Sand

HMD

Hydraulic dredge

Connecticut, USA

S

HMD

Hydraulic dredge

Solway Firth, Scotland

HMD

Hydraulic dredge

Northwest Scotland

HMD

Hydraulic dredge

HMD

Measured using digital
rotational decoders attached to
the dredge
Measured using digital
rotational decoders attached to
the dredge

Lart et al., 2003

3.5

Lart et al., 2003

5.9

Entire plot 2 m wide

Spencer et al. 1998

10

20 cm

4 m (x2)

Gilkinson et al. 2005

20

Sand

5 cm

61 cm

Goldberg et al. 2012

5

mS

Mud

30 cm

1.4 m wide dredge

Hall & Harding 1997

30

S

Sand

25 cm

Dredge tracks 0.5 m wide

Hall et al. 1990

25

Kent, England

M

Mud

10 cm

Entire plot 2 m wide

Kaiser et al. 1996

10

Hydraulic dredge

Venice, Italy

mS

Sand

9 cm

2.7m wide

Pranovi & Giovanardi, 1994

9

HMD

Hydraulic dredge

Dutch Wadden Sea

sand

Sand

40 cm

1 m wide tracks

Van den Heiligenberg, 1987

40

HMD

Tractor dredge

Solway Firth, Scotland

silty

Mud

30 cm

40-70 cm wide

Hall & Harding, 1997

30

HMD

Hydraulic dredge

Dundalk Bay, Ireland

fine/very fine sand

Sand

5 cm

Clarke & Tully, 2014

5

McLusky et al. 1983

17.5

HF

Digging (Hand fishing)

Scotland

mud

Mud

15-20 cm

HF

Digging (Hand fishing)

South Africa, west
coast

sand

Mud

30 cm

HF

Digging (Hand fishing)

Wales

Sand

10 cm

HF

Digging (Hand fishing)

Wales

Sand

10 cm

DRH

Raking (Hand dredging)

River Dee Estuary, UK

silty sand

Mud

10 cm

DRH

Raking (Hand dredging)

Sacca de Gorro, Italy

sandy silt

Mud

10 cm

DRH

Raking (Hand dredging)

Crouch Estuary,
England/ Blackness,
Scotland

intertidal mud flats

Mud

4 cm
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clean sand, silty sand,
muddy
sand and mud
clean sand, silty sand,
muddy
sand and mud

Hand dug to 15-20 cm. Mud
deposited as a mound next to
basin
Sediment dug over or sucked
with pump

Wynberg & Branch, 1994

30

Sediment removed to 50 m
from original position

Dernie et al. 2003a: hand dug
to 10cm

10

Sediment removed to 50 m
from original position

Dernie et al. 2003b: hand dug
to 10cm

10

Kaiser et al. 2001

10

Mistri et al. 2009

10

Sediment was completely raked
using a hand rake with 10cm
long teeth
Sediment was completely raked
using a hand rake with 10cm
long teeth
Sediment raked to a depth of 4
cm

Whomersely et al. 2010

4
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Supplementary material 2: Full references for raw penetration depth data
A list references and abstracts of all primary literature from which values of gear penetration depths were
extracted.

Gear

Reference

SDN

Anonymous. 1991. ‘Report of the study group on ecosystem effects of fishing activities’.
International Council for the Exploration of the Sea, C.M. 1991/G: 7.

TBB

Anonymous 1990. Effects of beam trawl fishery on the bottom fauna of the North Sea. BEONRapport 8, Netherlands Institute for Sea Research, Texel, 57pp.

TBB

Bergman, M.J.N. & Hup, M. 1992. Direct effects of beam trawling on macrofauna in a sandy
sediment in the southern North Sea. ICES Journal of Marine Science 49:5-11

TBB

Bridger, J.P. 1972. Some observations on the penetration into the sea bed of tickler chains on a
beam trawl. International Council for the Exploration of the Sea. Gear and behaviour committee,
C.M. 1972/B:7

TBB

de Groot, S.J., 1995. On the penetration of the beam trawl into the sea bed. ICES C.M. 1995/B:36.
Fish Capture Committee.

TBB

Lindeboom, H.J. & de Groot, S.J. 1998. IMPACT-II: The effects of different types of fisheries on the
North Sea and Irish Sea benthic ecosystems. NIOZ- Report 1998-1/RIVO-DLO Report C003/98. Den
Burg, Texel, Netherlands, Netherlands Institute for Sea Research. 404 pp.

TBB

Margetts, A.R. & Bridger, J.P. 1971. The effect of a beam trawl on the sea bed. International
Council for the Exploration of the Sea. Gear and behaviour committee C.M. 1971/B:8

TBB

Paschen, M., Richter, U. and Köpnick, W. (editors), 2000. TRAPESE - Trawl Penetration in the
Seabed. Final Report EU Contract 96-006, University of Rostock, ISBN 3-86009-185-9.

OTB

Brylinsky, M., Gibson, J., and Gordon, D.C. Jr. 1994. Impacts of flounder trawls on the intertidal
habitat and community of the Minas Basin, Bay of Fundy. Can. J. Fish. Aquat. Sci. 51: 650-661.

OTB

DEGREE. 2010. Development of fishing Gears with Reduced Effects on the Environment (DEGREE).
Final Publishable Activity Report-EU Contract SSP8-CT-2004–022576: 239 pp.

OTB

Freese, L., Auster, P.J., Heifetz, J., Wing, B.L. 1999. Effects of trawling on seafloor habitat and
associated invertebrate taxa in the Gulf of Alaska. Marine Ecology Progress Series 182: 119-126.

OTB

Humborstad, O.-B., Nøttestad, L., Løkkeborg, S., and Rapp, H. T. 2004. RoxAnn bottom
classification system, sidescan sonar and video-sledge: spatial resolution and their use in assessing
trawling impacts. ICES Journal of Marine Science, 61: 53-63.

OTB

Ivanovic´, A., Neilson, R. D., and O’Neill, F. G. 2011. Modelling the physical impact of trawl
components on the seabed and comparison with sea trials. Ocean Engineering, 38: 925-933.

OTB

Krost, P., Bernhard, M., Werner, F. & Hukriede, W. 1990. Otter trawl tracks in Kiel Bay (Western
Baltic) mapped by side-scan sonar. Meeresforschung, 32: 344-353.

OTB

Lindeboom, H.J. & de Groot, S.J. 1998. IMPACT-II: The effects of different types of fisheries on the
North Sea and Irish Sea benthic ecosystems. NIOZ- Report 1998-1/RIVO-DLO Report C003/98. Den
Burg, Texel, Netherlands, Netherlands Institute for Sea Research. 404 pp.

OTB
OTB

Lucchetti & Sala 2012. Impact and performance of Mediterranean fishing gear by side-scan sonar
technology. Canadian Journal of Fisheries & Aquatic Science 69:1806-1816
Mengual, B., Cayocca, F., Le Hir, P., Draye, R., Laffargue, P., Vincent, Benoit., Garlan, T. (2016).
Influence of bottom trawling on sediment resuspension in the 'Grande-Vasière' area (Bay of
Biscay, France). Ocean Dynamics DOI 10.1007/s10236-016-0974-7
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OTB

O'Neill, F.G., Summerbell, K., Breen, M. 2009. An underwater laser stripe seabed profiler to
measure the physical impacts of towed gear components on the seabed. Fisheries Research 99:
234-238.

OTB

Schwinghamer, P., Guigne, J., Siu, W. 1996. Quantifying the impact of trawling on benthic habitat
structure suing high resolution acoustics and chaos theory. Can. J. Fish Aquat. Sci., 53, pp. 288–
296.

OTB

Smith, C. J., Rumohr, H., Karakassis, I., and Papadopoulou, N. 2003. Analysing the impact of
bottom trawls on sedimentary seabeds with sediment profile imagery. Journal of Experimental
Marine Biology and Ecology, 285/286: 479–496.

OTB

WERNER, F., HOFFMANN, G., BERNHARD, M., MILKERT, D., VIKGREN, K. 1990. Sedimentological
effects of trawl fishery in Kiel Bay (Western Baltic). Meyniana 42: 123-151, 4 Abb., 6 Taf., Kiel.

DRB

Eleftheriou, A. & Robertson, M.R. 1992. The effects of experimental scallop dredging on the fauna
and physical environment of a shallow sandy community. Netherlands Journal of Sea
Research, 30: 289-299.

DRB

Pranovi, F., Raicevich, S., Franceschini, G., Farrace, M. G., and Giovanardi, O. 2000. Rapido trawling
in the northern Adriatic Sea: effects on benthic communities in an experimental area. ICES Journal
of Marine Science, 57: 517–524.

DRB

Lart, W. et al. (2003). Evaluation and improvement of shellfish dredge design and fishing effort in
relation to technical conservation measures and environmental impact: [ECODREDGE FAIR CT984465]. Volume 2: Ecodredge Investigations. Seafish Report CR 198-200.

HRD

Clarke, S. & Tully, O. 2014. BACI monitoring of effects of hydraulic dredging for cockles on
intertidal benthic habitats of Dundalk Bay, Ireland. Journal of the Marine Biological Association of
the United Kingdom 94: 1451-1464.

HRD

Gilkinson, K. D., Gordon, D. C. Jr., MacIsaac, K. G., McKeown, D. L., Kenchington, E. L. R.,
Bourbonnais, C., and Vass, W. P. 2005. Immediate impacts and recovery trajectories of
macrofaunal communities following hydraulic clam dredging on Banquereau, eastern Canada. ICES
Journal of Marine Science, 62: 925-947.

HRD

Goldberg, R., Mercaldo-Allen, R., Rose, J.M., Clark, P., Kuropat, C., Meseck, S. & Pereira, J. 2012.
Effects of hydraulic shellfish dredging on the ecology of a cultivated clam bed. Aquaculture
environment interactions. 3: 11-49.

HRD

Hall, S.J. & Harding, M.J.C. 1997. Physical disturbance and marine benthic communities: The
effects of mechanical harvesting of cockles on non-target benthic infauna. Journal of Applied
Ecology. 34(2):497-517.

HRD

Hall, S.J., Basford, D.J. & Robertson, M.R. 1990. The impact of hydraulic dredging for razor clams
ensis sp. On an infaunal community. Netherlands Journal of Sea Research. 27:119-125.

HRD

Kaiser MJ, Edwards DB, Spencer BE. 1996. Infaunal community changes as a result of commercial
clam cultivation and harvesting. Aquat. Living. Resour, 9:57-63.

HRD

Pranovi, F & Giovanardi, O. 1994. The impact of hydraulic dredging for short-necked clams, Tapes
spp., on an infaunal community in the lagoon of Venice. Scientia Marina. 58:345-353.

HRD

Spencer BE, Kaiser MJ, Edwards DB. 1998. Intertidal clam harvesting: benthic community change
and recovery. Aquaculture Research 29: 429-437.

HRD

Van den Heiligenberg T (1987). Effects of mechanical and manual harvesting of lugworms
Arenicola marina, on the benthic fauna of tidal flats in the Dutch Wadden Sea. Biological
Conservation 39:165–177.
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HF

Cryer M, Whittle GN, Williams R. 1987. The impact of bait collection by anglers on marine
intertidal invertebrates. Biol Conserv 42: 83-93.

HF

Dernie, K.M., Kaiser, & Warwick, R.M. 2003. Recovery rates of benthic communities following
physical disturbance. Journal of Animal Ecology. 72: 1043-1056.

HF

Dernie, K.M., Kaiser, M.J., Richardson, E.A. & Warwick, R.M. 2003. Recovery of soft sediment
communities and habitats following physical disturbance. Journal of Experimental Marine Biology
and Ecology. 285-286: 415-434.

HF

McLusky DS, Anderson FE, Wolfe-Murphy S. 1983. Distribution and population recovery of
Arenicola marina and other benthic fauna after bait digging. MEPS 11: 173-179.

HF

Wynberg, R.P. & Branch, G.M. 1994. Disturbance associated with bait-collection for sandprawns
(Callianassa kraussi) and mudprawns (Upogebia africana): Long-term effects on the biota of
intertidal sandflats. Journal of Marine Research 52: 523-558.

DRH

Kaiser, M.J., Broad, G. & Hall, S.J. 2001. Disturbance of intertidal soft-sediment benthic
communities by cockle hand raking. Journal of Sea Research 45:119-130.

DRH

Mistri, M., Cason, E., Munari, C. & Rossi, R. 2009. Disturbance of a soft-sediment meiobenthic
community by clam hand raking. Italian Journal of Zoology. 71(2): 131-133.

DRH

Whomersley, P., Huxman, M., Bolam, S., Schratzberger, M., Augley, J. & Ridland, D. 2010.
Response of intertidal macrofauna to multiple disturbance types and intensities - An experimental
approach. Marine Environmental Research. 69: 297-308.
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Supplementary material 3: Omitted studies
A list of studies which relate to the physical impacts of towed-bottom fishing gears, but were not included in the
penetration depth calculations for the reasons stated.
Short
reference

Addison &
Palmer et al.,
2006

Buhl
Mortensen et
al., 2013

Caddy, 1973
Dale et al.,
2011
de Clerck &
Hovart, 1972
de Groot,
1984

Depestele et
al., 2016

Drew &
Larson, 1994
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Reason for
noninclusion

Experimental
study testing
penetration
depth when
different
water
pressures are
used,
therefore not
reflective of
normal fishing
activity
Not the
primary
source of the
reported gear
penetration
depth
Penetration
depth not
reported
Penetration
depth not
reported
Penetration
depth not
reported
Review paper,
therefore not
a primary data
source
Penetration
depths
obtained from
a numerical
model, rather
than direct
measurements
A broad
review.
Penetration
depths not
directly
measured.

Reference

Addison, J. & Palmer, D., Lart, W., Misson, T., Swarbick, J. (2006).
Development of a suitable dredge for exploitation of razorfish
(Ensis directus) in The Wash. The Centre for Environment,
Fisheries, & Aquaculture Science (Cefas) and Sea Fish Industry
Authority. Final Report, 76p.

Buhl-Mortensen, L., Aglen, A., Breen, M., Buhl-Mortensen, P.,
Ervik, A., Husa, V., Løkkeborg, S., Røttingen, I. and Stockhausen,
H.H. 2013. Impacts of fisheries and aquaculture on sediments and
benthic fauna: suggestions for new management approaches.
Havforskningsinstituttet, Bergen, pp. 71.
Caddy, J.F., 1973. Underwater observations on tracks of dredges
and trawls and some effects of dredging on a scallop ground.
Journal of the Fisheries Research Board of Canada 30, 173-180.
Dale, A.C., Boulcott, P., Sherwin, T.J. 2011. Sedimentation patterns
caused by scallop dredging in a physically dynamic environment.
Marine Pollution Bulletin 62: 2433-2441.
Clerck R. de, Hovart, P., 1972. On the effects of tickler chains. ICES,
C.M.1972/B:15, 11 pp.
Groot, S.J. de, 1984. The impact of bottom trawling on benthic
fauna of the North Sea. Ocean Management 9, 177-190.

Depestele, J., Ivanovic´, A., Degrendele, K., Esmaeili, M., Polet, H.,
Roche, M., Summerbell, K., Teal, L. R., Vanelslander, B., and
O’Neill, F. G. (2016). Measuring and assessing the physical impact
of beam trawling. ICES Journal of Marine Science, doi: 10.1093/
icesjms/fsv056.

Drew, S.C., & Larson, R.E. (1994). Marine Data Systems Trawl and
Dredge Summary. Unpublished report. Marine Data Systems.
Plymouth, Massachusetts. 8pp.
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Durrieu de
Madron et
al., 2005

Esmaeili, M &
Ivanovic, A.,
2014

Gilkinson et
al., 1998

Hall Spencer
& Moore

Houghton et
al., 1971

Laban &
Lindeboom,
1991 (BEON
report)

Løkkeborg,
2005
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Penetration
depth not
reported
Penetration
depths
obtained from
a numerical
and physical
laboratory
model, rather
than direct
measurements
Not the
primary
source of the
reported gear
penetration
depth
Study
conducted in
biogenic
habitat
(Maerl) which
are not
incorporated
in the present
study
Not the
primary
source of the
reported gear
penetration
depth
Unable to
obtain
manuscript,
however a
penetration
depth of c.
6.5cm is cited
in de Groot
(1995) and
referenced to
this report.
Not the
primary
source of the
reported gear
penetration
depth

Durrieu de Madron, X., Ferré, B., Le Corre, G., Grenz, C., Conan, P,
Pujo-Pay, M., Buscail, R. and Bodiot, O. 2005. Trawling-induced
resuspension and dispersal of muddy sediments and dissolved
elements in the Gulf of Lion (NW Mediterranean). Continental
Shelf Research 25(19-20): 2387-2409.

Esmaeili, M. & Ivanovic, A. (2014). Numerical modelling of bottom
trawling ground gear element on the seabed. Ocean Engineering
91: 316-328.

Gilkinson, K., Paulin, M., Hurley, S., and Schwinghamer, P. 1998.
Impact of trawl door scouring on infaunal bivalves: results of a
physical trawl door/dense sand interaction. Journal of
Experimental Marine Biology and Ecology, 224: 291–312.

Hall-Spencer, J. M., and Moore, P. G. 2000. Scallop dredging has
profound, long-term impacts on maerl habitats. ICES Journal of
Marine Science 57: 1407–1415.

Houghton, R.G., Williams, T., Blacker, R.W., 1971. Some effects of
double beam trawling. ICES C.M. 1971/B: 5. Gear and Behaviour
Committee.

Laban, C., Lindeboom, H.J., 1991. Penetration depth of beam trawl
gear. In Effects of beam trawl fishery on the bottom fauna in the
North Sea: the 1990 studies. BEON report 13, 37-52.

Løkkeborg, S. 2005. Impacts of trawling and scallop dredging on
benthic habitats and communities. FAO Fisheries Technical Paper
472. Rome
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Malik &
Meyer, 2007

O'Neill et al.
2013
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The source of
the seabed
marks
measured in
the study is
ambiguous
The study
measured
sediment
suspension as
opposed to
gear
penetration
depth

Malik, M. A., and Mayer, L. A. 2007. Investigation of seabed fishing
impacts on benthic structure using multi-beam sonar, sidescan
sonar, and
video. ICES Journal of Marine Science, 64: 1053–1065.

O'Neill, F.G., Robertson, M., Summerbell, K., Breen, M., Robinson,
L.A. 2013. The mobilisation of sediment and benthic infauna by
scallop dredges. Marine Environmental Research 90: 104-112.
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Supplementary material 4: Raw data table
Raw penetration depth data used in the nested linear model. Full references given in supplementary material 2.
Source

Gear Component

Habitat Penetration.cm

Anon 1991

SDN

Ground gear

Sand

1

0.9

Anon 1991

SDN

Ground gear

Gravel

0

0.9

Anon 1990 (BEON Rapport)

TBB

Whole

Sand

6

1

Paschen, Richter & Kopnick 2000, p. 144

TBB

Whole

Sand

2.26

1

Paschen, Richter & Kopnick 2000, p. 144

TBB

Whole

Mud

5.29

1

Lindeboom & de Groot 1998, p. 124

TBB

Whole

Sand

1

1

Bridger 1972

TBB

Ground gear

Mud

1.4

0.94

Margetts & Bridger 1971

TBB

Ground gear

Sand

0.75

0.94

Bergman & Hup 1992

TBB

Ground gear

Sand

6

0.94

Bridger 1972

TBB

Ground gear

Sand

0.4

0.94

Bridger 1972

TBB

Ground gear

Gravel

0.5

0.94

Margetts & Bridger 1971

TBB

Ground gear

Mud

0.9

0.94

Paschen, Richter & Kopnick 2000, p.91

TBB

Ground gear

Sand

1

0.94

Margetts & Bridger 1971

TBB

Ground gear

Sand

0

0.94

Paschen, Richter & Kopnick 2000, p.98

TBB

Shoes

Sand

1.9

0.06

Margetts & Bridger 1971

TBB

Shoes

Sand

1.5

0.06

Smith et al. 2003

OTB

Whole

Mud

8.5

1

Schwinghamer et al. 1996

OTB

Whole

Sand

4.5

1

Smith et al. 2003

OTB

Whole

Sand

0.085

1

Freese et al. 1999

OTB

Whole

Gravel

4.5

1

DEGREE, 2010

OTB

Sweeps

Mud

2.18

0.73

DEGREE, 2010, p. 131

OTB

Ground gear

Mud

1.4

0.25

Mengual et al. 2016

OTB

Ground gear

Mud

0

0.25

Lucchetti & Sala, 2012

OTB

Doors

Mud

30

0.01

Krost et al. 1990 (ref to Rumohr pers. comm.)

OTB

Doors

Mud

12.5

0.01

Ivanovic et al. 2011

OTB

Doors

Mud

5.5

0.01

Ivanovic et al. 2011

OTB

Doors

Sand

2.7

0.01

DEGREE 2010 p. 131

OTB

Doors

Mud

6.43

0.01

Lucchetti & Sala, 2012

OTB

Doors

Sand

20

0.01

Krost et al. 1990 (ref to Rumohr pers. comm.)

OTB

Doors

Sand

2.5

0.01

Humborstad et al. 2004

OTB

Doors

Sand

10

0.01

Brylinsky et al. 1994

OTB

Doors

Mud

5

0.01

Brylinsky et al. 1994

OTB

Doors

Sand

2.5

0.01

DEGREE, 2010 p.42

OTB

Doors

Sand

0.26

0.01

DEGREE, 2010 p.42

OTB

Doors

Sand

2.1

0.01

DEGREE, 2010 p.42

OTB

Doors

Sand

5.8

0.01

DEGREE, 2010 p.42

OTB

Doors

Sand

0.2

0.01

O’Neill et al. 2009

OTB

Doors

Gravel

5.5

0.01

Werner et al. 1990

OTB

Doors

Sand

15

0.01

Lindeboom & de Groot, 1998, p. 126.

OTB

Doors

Mud

14

0.01

Mengual et al. 2016

OTB

Doors

Mud

4.5

0.01

Brylinsky et al. 1994

OTT

Clump

Sand

0

0.01

Brylinsky et al. 1994

OTT

Clump

Mud

0

0.01
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Krost et al. 1990

OTT

Clump

Mud

3.5

0.01

Ivanovic et al. 2011

OTT

Clump

Mud

12.5

0.01

O’Neill et al. 2009

OTT

Clump

Mud

12

0.01

Ivanovic et al. 2011

OTT

Clump

Sand

3.65

0.01

Smith et al. 2003

OTT

Whole

Mud

8.5

1

Schwinghamer et al. 1996

OTT

Whole

Sand

4.5

1

Smith et al. 2003

OTT

Whole

Sand

0.085

1

Freese et al. 1999

OTT

Whole

Gravel

4.5

1

DEGREE, 2010

OTT

Sweeps

Mud

2.18

0.73

DEGREE, 2010, p. 131

OTT

Ground gear

Mud

1.4

0.25

Mengual et al. 2016

OTT

Ground gear

Mud

0

0.25

Lucchetti & Sala, 2012

OTT

Shoes

Mud

30

0.01

Krost et al. 1990 (ref to Rumohr pers. comm.)

OTT

Shoes

Mud

12.5

0.01

Ivanovic et al. 2011

OTT

Shoes

Mud

5.5

0.01

Ivanovic et al. 2011

OTT

Shoes

Sand

2.7

0.01

DEGREE 2010 p. 131

OTT

Shoes

Mud

6.43

0.01

Lucchetti & Sala, 2012

OTT

Shoes

Sand

20

0.01

Krost et al. 1990 (ref to Rumohr pers. comm.)

OTT

Shoes

Sand

2.5

0.01

Humborstad et al. 2004

OTT

Shoes

Sand

10

0.01

Brylinsky et al. 1994

OTT

Shoes

Mud

5

0.01

Brylinsky et al. 1994

OTT

Shoes

Sand

2.5

0.01

DEGREE, 2010 p.42

OTT

Shoes

Sand

0.26

0.01

DEGREE, 2010 p.42

OTT

Shoes

Sand

2.1

0.01

DEGREE, 2010 p.42

OTT

Shoes

Sand

5.8

0.01

DEGREE, 2010 p.42

OTT

Shoes

Sand

0.2

0.01

O’Neill et al. 2009

OTT

Shoes

Gravel

5.5

0.01

Werner et al. 1990

OTT

Shoes

Sand

15

0.01

Lindeboom & de Groot, 1998, p. 126.

OTT

Shoes

Mud

14

0.01

Mengual et al. 2016

OTT

Shoes

Mud

4.5

0.01

Pranovi et al. 2000

DRB

Whole

Sand

6

1

Eleftheriou & Robertson, 1992

DRB

Whole

Sand

3.5

1

Hall-Spencer & Moore, 2000

DRB

Whole

Maerl

10

1

Lart et al. 2003

DRB

Whole

Sand

2.5

1

Lart et al. 2003

DRB

Whole

Gravel

3.5

1

Lart et al. 2003

DRB

Whole

Gravel

5.9

1

Spencer et al. 1998

HMD

Whole

Mud

10

1

Gilkinson et al. 2005

HMD

Whole

Sand

20

1

Goldberg et al. 2012

HMD

Whole

Sand

5

1

Hall & Harding 1997

HMD

Whole

Mud

30

1

Hall et al. 1990

HMD

Whole

Sand

25

1

Kaiser et al. 1996

HMD

Whole

Mud

10

1

Pranovi & Giovanardi, 1994

HMD

Whole

Sand

9

1

Van den Heiligenberg, 1987

HMD

Whole

Sand

40

1

Hall & Harding, 1997

HMD

Whole

Mud

30

1

Clarke & Tully, 2014

HMD

Whole

Sand

5

1

McLusky et al. 1983

HF

Whole

Mud

17.5

1

Wynberg & Branch, 1994

HF

Whole

Mud

30

1

Dernie et al. 2003a: hand dug to 10cm

HF

Whole

Sand

10

1
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Dernie et al. 2003b: hand dug to 10cm

HF

Whole

Sand

10

1

Kaiser et al. 2001

DRH

Whole

Mud

10

1

Mistri et al. 2009

DRH

Whole

Mud

10

1

Whomersely et al. 2010

DRH

Whole

Mud

4

1
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Supplementary material 5: R code

a) Nested linear model to predict mean gear (and gear component) penetration depth
rm(list=ls()) # clear the R environment
graphics.off() # clear the graphics console

setwd("M:/SEAFISH PROJECT/BENTHIS data/PENETRATION DEPTH/R/Files for
SEAFISH") # set the working directory
Pen=read.csv("Penetration.depth.csv") # Import raw penetration depth data
Pen=subset(Pen,Gear %in% c("OTT","OTB","TBB","DRB","HMD", "HF", "DRH")) # subset
the data (remove "SDN")
levels(Pen$Gear)
#"DRB" "DRH" "HF" "HMD" "OTB" "OTT" "SDN" "TBB"
levels(Pen$Gear)[5:6]="OTB" # combine OTT and OTB data
#log transform the response variable
Pen$Penlg <- log(Pen$Penetration.cm + 1)
#fit a linear model
lm_lg=lm(Penlg~Habitat+Gear %in% Component-1,data=Pen) # run a linear model (-1 forces
the intercept through zero)
summary(lm_lg) # check the model output
anova(lm_lg)
plot(lm_lg) # check for over-dispersion in residuals and heterogeneity of variance and
heteroscedasticity
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b) Processing the habitat data

rm(list=ls()) # clear the R console (it is good practice to do this at the start of every script)
library(maptools)
# read in the habitat shapefile (you will need to alter the file path name)
# we call this data set 'habitat'
# Citation: DiGSBS250 [SHAPE geospatial data], Scale 1:250000, Tiles: GB, Updated: 1 June
2007, BGS, Using: EDINA Geology Digimap Service, <http://digimap.edina.ac.uk>,
Downloaded: 2016-12-02 16:12:04.886
habitat
<readShapePoly("M:/SEAFISH
data/250k_sea_bed_sediments_ll84_geology_polygons")

PROJECT/Habitat

head(data.frame(habitat)) #view the first 6 lines of the data
summary(habitat) # obtain summary statistics for each variable in the data set
# "RCS" is the column containing the sediment class
# have a look at the classifications used for sediment class
levels(habitat$RCS)
#[1] "BIOM"
"CLAY + SANDU"
"DMTN"
[5] "GRAV + SANDU + SILT" "GV"
"GVMSDU"
"GVSND"
"MUD"
"MUDGV"
"MUDSND"
"ROCK"
"ROCK + SED"
"SNDGM"
"SNDGV"
"SNDMUD"

"DO NOT MAP TO RCS"
"GVMUD"
[9]
"MUDSGV"
[13]
"SND"
[17]

nrow(subset(habitat, RCS %in% "DMTN")) # 188
nrow(subset(habitat, RCS %in% "DO NOT MAP TO RCS")) # 1
# alter the category names to re-categorise the sediments to Mud, Sand, Gravel. Change 'ND'
(not determined - only applies to a very small proportion of records) and 'Mixed' to Sand, as
this is the median category in terms of sediment grain size, and only applies to a small number
of records (2%)
# the code below renames the selected columns (see above for the reference number for each
level of the variable)
levels(habitat$RCS)[2:5]="Mixed"
levels(habitat$RCS)[13:14]="Sand"
levels(habitat$RCS)[15]="Mud"
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levels(habitat$RCS)[14]="Gravel"
levels(habitat$RCS)[12]="Mixed"
levels(habitat$RCS)[11]="Rock"
levels(habitat$RCS)[10]="Sand"
levels(habitat$RCS)[8:9]="Gravel"
levels(habitat$RCS)[7]="Mud"
levels(habitat$RCS)[6]="Sand"
levels(habitat$RCS)[5]="Mud"
levels(habitat$RCS)[4]="Sand"
levels(habitat$RCS)[3]="Gravel"
# check what levels you have now
levels(habitat$RCS)
[1] "BIOM"

"Mixed"

"Gravel" "Sand"

"Mud"

"Rock"

sum(is.na(habitat$RCS))
# 63
# There are 63 NA records in the data (0.7%), however these are minimal (insignificant) and
are located on the French side of the Western Channel and inshore SE coast of Ireland
# check the format of your data (it is a Spatial Polygons dataframe)
class(habitat)
# [1] "SpatialPolygonsDataFrame"
# attr(,"package")
# [1] "sp"
slotNames(habitat)
# "data"

"polygons"

"plotOrder" "bbox"

"proj4string"

# more detailed info about this type of dataframe...
# Spatialpolygons data are S4 class objects and are made up of slots (called using @) that
contain components of the spatial feature class being represented (e.g., @data contains
attributes, @coords contain coordinate pairs, etc...). You can return the top level slot names
using slotNames() but it is not recursive and will not return nested slot names for polygon class
objects.
# Each slot can contain a different object class and, before operating on it, should be checked
using str() or class(). The @data slot is always a data.frame object and @coords is a matrix,
whereas @polygons is a list object with additional slots (labpt, area, hole, ringDir and coords).
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# we are interested in the information in the 'data' slot
head(habitat@data,3) # print first three rows from the 'data' slot
# the RCS data is in column 6
# remove all the unwanted data columns, using the subset function
habitat <- subset(habitat[,-(1:5)])
habitat <- subset(habitat[,-(2:47)])
require(rgdal)
writeOGR(habitat, dsn = "M:/SEAFISH PROJECT/Habitat data", layer = "RCS_UK", driver
= "ESRI Shapefile")
# at this point you can move on to any of the gear/location scripts
# to read in the file again use:
habitat <- readShapePoly("M:/SEAFISH Project/Habitat data/RCS_UK")
# END OF SCRIPT
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c) Processing data for a fishery (Irish Sea, Nephrops otter trawl fishery, used as an example)

rm(list=ls()) # this clears the R console so only run if required
# install vmstools (this can be problematic and may take a while!), but only needs to be done
once
vmstoolsPackages
c("cluster","data.table","doBy","maps","mapdata","maptools","PBSmapping","sp")
for(i in vmstoolsPackages)

<-

try(install.packages(pkgs=i,repos=getOption("repos")))

install.packages("C:/Users/W_Lart/Documents/R/win-library/2.15'/vmstools_0.74.zip")
library(vmstools, "C:/Program Files/R/R-2.15.3/library")
require(vmstools)
setwd("M:/SEAFISH PROJECT/BENTHIS data/PENETRATION DEPTH/R/Files for
SEAFISH") # tell R which directory the data files are in
setwd("~/University/SEAFISH Project/BENTHIS data/PENETRATION DEPTH/R/Files for
SEAFISH")

# read in the dataset for the whole UK (this is a large file so may take a minute)
UK <- read.csv("UK.RBS.metier.1km.csv", sep = ",", header = T)
str(UK) # view a summary of the variables in the dataset
# rename the Long and Lat columns (to match vmstools format)
colnames(UK)[colnames(UK)=="CELL_LONG"] <- "SI_LONG"
colnames(UK)[colnames(UK)=="CELL_LATI"] <- "SI_LATI"
UK$LE_RECT <- ICESrectangle(UK) # add the ICES rectangle to the data
# subset the data by location (by the ICES rectangles covering the fishing ground)
IS_NEP <- subset(UK, LE_RECT %in% c("36E4", "36E5", "36E6", "37E4", "37E5", "37E6",
"38E4", "38E5", "38E6"))
str(IS_NEP) # summary of the data
remove(UK) #remove the UK data as this is not needed
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# see what gears are present in this location
nrow(subset(IS_NEP, GEAR %in% "Beam Trawl")) # 1514
nrow(subset(IS_NEP, GEAR %in% "Otter Trawl")) # 8055
nrow(subset(IS_NEP, GEAR %in% "Dredge"))

# 4784

# we are interested in Nephrops trawls
nrow(subset(IS_NEP, LE_MET2 %in% c("OT_CRU", "OT_MIX_NEP")))

# 3984

# subset the data for Nephrops trawls
IS_NEP <- subset(IS_NEP, LE_MET2 %in% c("OT_CRU", "OT_MIX_NEP"))
# save the data to file
write.csv(IS_NEP, "IrSea.nephrops.csv")
# read in the data again
IS_NEP <- read.csv("IrSea.nephrops.csv", sep = ",", header = T)
IS_NEP=subset(IS_NEP[,-1]) # remove the unwanted column
str(IS_NEP) # check the data

# 1. need to aggregate (sum) the swept area ratio (SAR) by gear (Otter trawl) and add depletion
(d) values by habitat type
# 2. calculate relative benthic status (rbs)
IS_NEP_gr <- aggregate(x = IS_NEP["SAR"], by=list(IS_NEP$ID, IS_NEP$GEAR,
IS_NEP$SI_LONG, IS_NEP$SI_LATI, IS_NEP$r_q50, IS_NEP$LE_RECT), FUN=sum)
# N.B. use the 50% percentile recovery value ("r_q50")
# to obtain upper and lower RBS estimates, use the 5% (r_q5) or 95% (r_q95) values
# reassign column names
colnames(IS_NEP_gr)[colnames(IS_NEP_gr)=="Group.1"] <- "ID"
colnames(IS_NEP_gr)[colnames(IS_NEP_gr)=="Group.2"] <- "GEAR"
colnames(IS_NEP_gr)[colnames(IS_NEP_gr)=="Group.3"] <- "SI_LONG"
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colnames(IS_NEP_gr)[colnames(IS_NEP_gr)=="Group.4"] <- "SI_LATI"
colnames(IS_NEP_gr)[colnames(IS_NEP_gr)=="Group.5"] <- "r_q50"
colnames(IS_NEP_gr)[colnames(IS_NEP_gr)=="Group.6"] <- "LE_RECT"
IS_NEP <- IS_NEP_gr
write.csv(IS_NEP, "IrSea.nephrops.csv")
remove(IS_NEP_gr)
# now convert the benthis data to a SpatialPointsDataframe (using the coordinate function)
coordinates(IS_NEP) <- c("SI_LONG", "SI_LATI")
class(IS_NEP)
#[1] "SpatialPointsDataFrame"
#attr(,"package")
#[1] "sp"
# use the vignette ("over") function to extract point data from the habitat polygons
join <- over(IS_NEP, habitat)
# join the extracted habitat points to the IS_NEP data
total <- SpatialPointsDataFrame(IS_NEP, join)
str(total) # look at the structure of the data
# create an ID column
as.data.frame(total)
total$ID <- paste(total$SI_LATI,total$SI_LONG)
# read in the IS_NEP file again and merge with sediment values
IS_NEP <- read.csv("IrSea.nephrops.csv")
IS_NEP=subset(IS_NEP[,-1]) # remove unwanted column
str(IS_NEP)
# add habitat (RCS) to the IS_NEP dataset
IS_NEP$RCS <- join$RCS
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remove(join)
# now add the d values, by habitat
require(plyr)
# make a copy of the data
copy <- IS_NEP
# create a lookup table of depletion values, by habitat
lookup.d = data.frame(
d=c(0.06, 0.06, 0.06, 0.07, 0.09),
RCS=c("ND", "Sand", "Mixed", "Gravel", "Mud"))
copy = join(copy,lookup.d,by='RCS')
colnames(copy)
IS_NEP <- copy
remove(copy)
remove(lookup.d)
# create a function to calculate RBS
beta=-10^-6 # assign a value for beta, assuming random distribution of trawling effort within
a cell
B.f <-function(SAR,d,r){
# function that calculates relative bethic status. Need to give separate d/r by gear
R = r*log(1+beta*d)/{-beta*log(1 - d)}
B.K=(1-SAR*d/R)
B.K[B.K<0]=0
B.K
}
# 2. Put the new SAR (total for metiers) into the RBS equation
IS_NEP$rbs.q50 <- B.f(SAR=IS_NEP$SAR,d=IS_NEP$d,r=IS_NEP$r_q50)
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min(IS_NEP$rbs.q50, na.rm=TRUE) # obtain the lowest rbs value (ignore NAs)
# 0.36
max(IS_NEP$rbs.q50, na.rm=TRUE) # obtain the highest rbs value (ignore NAs)
#1
mean(IS_NEP$rbs.q50, na.rm=TRUE) # obtain the region wide mean rbs value (ignore NAs)
# 0.96
# save the data
write.csv(IS_NEP, "IrSea.nephrops.rbs.csv")
# read in the data
IS_NEP <- read.csv("IrSea.nephrops.rbs.csv", sep = ",", header = T)
str(IS_NEP)
### Apply a threshold to the dataset to remove records that relate to very low activity and
therefore assumed to not be fishing
### Remove cells that have SAR equivalent to being fished once in 20 years or less (SAR <
0.05).

IS_NEP_20 <- subset(IS_NEP, SAR>0.05) # down to 2004 records from 4174
# save the data
write.csv(IS_NEP_20, "IrSea.nephrops.rbs_20.csv")
IS_NEP_20

<-

read.csv("M:/SEAFISH

PROJECT/BENTHIS

DEPTH/R/Files for SEAFISH/IrSea.nephrops.rbs_20.csv")

min(IS_NEP_20$rbs.q50, na.rm=TRUE)
# 0.32
max(IS_NEP_20$rbs.q50, na.rm=TRUE)
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# 0.996
mean(IS_NEP_20$rbs.q50, na.rm=TRUE)
# 0.91

min(IS_NEP_20$SAR, na.rm=TRUE)
# 0.05
max(IS_NEP_20$SAR, na.rm=TRUE)
# 5.89
mean(IS_NEP_20$SAR, na.rm=TRUE)
# 0.86

library(pastecs)
stat.desc(IS_NEP_20$SAR) # obtain the standard deviation for SAR
# st.dev = 0.81
stat.desc(IS_NEP_20$rbs.q50) # obtain the standard deviation for rbs
# st.dev = 0.09

# plot a histogram
IS.NEP_hist <- hist(IS_NEP_20$rbs.q50, main=NULL, xlab="Relative Benthic Status
(RBS)", ylab=bquote("Frequency of cells (km"^"-2"*")"), xlim=c(0.36, 1.0), ylim=c(0, 1000))
text(0.4, 1000, "c", cex=2)
dev.copy(png,"M:/SEAFISH PROJECT/BENTHIS data/PENETRATION DEPTH/R/Files for
SEAFISH/Report Figures/IrSea.SCE_hist.png")
dev.off()
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#check which habitats are present
nrow(subset(IS_NEP_20, RCS == "Mud")) # 1169
nrow(subset(IS_NEP_20, RCS == "Sand")) # 687
nrow(subset(IS_NEP_20, RCS == "Gravel")) # 102

classIntervals(IS_NEP_20$rbs.q50, 5, style = "fisher", rtimes = 3, intervalClosure = c("left",
"right"), dataPrecision = NULL)
# 0.32 0.63

0.78

0.87

0.94

0.996

IS_NEP_sp <- SpatialPixelsDataFrame(points = IS_NEP_20[c("SI_LONG", "SI_LATI")],
grid=NULL, round=NULL, data = IS_NEP_20, tolerance = 0.005)

# make a blank plot using the spatial range values obtained above
plot(c(-6.0, -3.6), c(52.0, 55.0), asp=1, type='n', xlab="", ylab="")
# add the rbs data
image(IS_NEP_sp, "rbs.q50", col = heat.colors(5), breaks=c(0.32, 0.63, 0.78, 0.87, 0.94,
0.996), add=TRUE)
# add a legend
legend(x=-7.7, y=53.3, legend=c("0.32-0.63", "0.63-0.78", "0.78-0.87", "0.87-0.94", "0.940.996"), fill = heat.colors(5), bty="n", cex=0.8)
# add a map outline
plot(uk, add=TRUE)
# add ICES rectangles
draw.rect()
# add the boundaries of the fished area (N.B. the code for this calculation is not included here)
plot(bound[[5]], add = T, border = "red", lwd = 1.8, lty=2)
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# now for SAR
classIntervals(IS_NEP_20$SAR, 5, style = "fisher", rtimes = 3, intervalClosure = c("left",
"right"), dataPrecision = NULL)
# 0.05

0.51

1.20

2.01

3.37

5.9

# create a colour palette for the plot
pal <- colorRampPalette(c("powderblue", "purple3"))
numshades <- 5
mycol <- pal(numshades)

# make a blank plot using the spatial range values obtained above
plot(c(-6.0, -3.6), c(52.0, 55.0), asp=1, type='n', xlab="", ylab="")
# add the rbs data
image(IS_NEP_sp, "SAR", col = mycol, breaks=c(0.05, 0.51, 1.20, 2.01, 3.37, 5.9),
add=TRUE)
# add a legend
legend(x=-7.7, y=53.3, legend=c("0.05-0.51", "0.51-1.20", "1.20-2.01", "2.01-3.37", "3.375.9"), fill = mycol, bty="n", cex=0.8)
# add a map outline
plot(uk, add=TRUE)
# add ICES rectangles
draw.rect()
# add the boundaries of the fishery (N.B. the code for this is not included here)
plot(bound[[5]], add = T, border = "red", lwd = 1.8, lty=2)
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Supplementary material 6: Map of case study fisheries
A map showing the location of the six case-study fisheries around the UK, with the ICES sub-rectangle boundaries.
(see over)
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